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1.. We-appreciate the detailed progress report on KDAFGHAN | 

-gubmitted by reference. The complete description of KDAFGHAN ; | 

personnel, working routine, facilities and equipment was very | 

belpful in understanding how this project functions. ὁ 

Bee ‘2, Regarding your request for WOACRE advice and guidance 

on hot-miking the lines..running inte the gatehouse and consulate, 

- we have: discussed this possible. operation with WOACRE here who 

‘offer the following comments. First, to accomplish a hot-mike . 

| 
| 
! 
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᾿ Αηδίδλϊδίλοη, you ‘must be able to get access to the telephone 

wires, If you can gain access to the phone lines, it would be 

᾿ possible to hot-nike the telephone without getting to the instru- 

i ment itself. ’ However, a non-access system like this will not 

: ; ‘work. if the target line goes through a switchboard or if there 

are multiple telephone lines going into the sane instrument, 

Based on your description of the embassy telephone system, it 

would appear to rule out ἃ hot-nike operation unless you can find 

and gain access to a single line that does not go through a switch- 

i . board, Any such operation, if one is proposed, vould have to he 

: unilateral because the non-access system is not for exposure to 

i . 4iaison. = 

3. It is possible that your interests in this operation 

could be served equally wéll by an audio penetration of the 

Such a penetration could be made by a carry~-in gatehouse, 

i "quick plant" type of transmitter. Perhaps one of your agents who 

: regularly visite the gatehouse could be employed to carry in ἃ » 

if device, or you could exploit KDTUCK-4's close friendship with 

KDACCUSTIC-11 to get a transmitter into the target. We would 

: appreciate your comments. 2 
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4. If you viesh to pursze this operation, you should con- 
municate directly with MKSPICE and havea technician look at the - 
target the next tise one. ie in-the area, Please -info HXSPICE. on 
‘abl future traffic of this sature. Algo, in the future you ‘may 
‘fiad- at more satisfactory to aake such requests vin a separate 
dispatch or cable rather than tacluding it in a progress report, 
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Forwarded under separate cover are KDAFGHAN-1'g 

passports, Hoe was paid $2,000.00 on 23 January 
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1}. _KDAFGHAN/Progress Report for: Period 1 April Through 31 July1972__ 
ΡΥ wtauiaio ΠΠἠῚῚΤῚ ΤΕ 

, "|. Action: ‘Torminate the KDAFGHAN Project 

References: A. HMMA-4190G, 2 May 1972 
: B. MEXICO CLTY-20107 

C, DBIRECTOR-280180 

1 ἷ 1, Operational Activities: This Project continued as before 
| for the major portion of this period with KDAFGHAN providing photo 

coverage ον cizht hours per day, five days per weck, of the AMFINK 
j : ‘dustallation., In April the principal awent, KDAFGHAN-1, was provided 

εἰ . With new photographic equipment..to improve the quality of the take, 
This later proved untseable as ‘sunlight playing on the mirror of 
the lens was plainly visible from the target area in the afternoons. 
The Agent returned to the use of his old equipment. It being the 
current Case Officer's practice to hold nearly all meetings with = 
this Agent in the Case Officer's auto about once every two wecks we 
decided to terminate-the KDAFGHAN safehouse as unnecessary, 
KDAFGHAN-1L was notified of this in carly June and nearly collapsed, 
The satehouse had been his refuse from the OP and his mother, _-. 
KDAFGIAN-2. -We intended to put him on vacation when it was decided 
(teferences B and C) to terminate him and his Project. The Last 
portion of this period was then spent in closing down the operation, 
removing equipment from the OP, restoring the OP to its original 
condition and then assisting the Agents in thelr preparations for 
resettling’ to Madrid. <All of this was finally accompLished. by 
31 July and the Agents were formally terminated on 1 August. _ 
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πῶ; Security: There were no security incidents during this period, 
Ν 

3, Agent. Personnel: The termination of these two Arents came as a severe Shock to both; they were not prepared for it, They have adapted fairly well and how are looking forward to thetr new life in Spain. They intend ‘to depart Mexico for Madrid on 1 September, + | : 
: ον 5 

_4. Production: Production for this period was normal until 20 June when ié ceased permanently, . 
ΠΣ: Administrative/Finance: . There was a large. amount of τιν adninistrative-detaifl [avolving lteadquar tons and the Madrid ἢ Stationvin the resettlement of these two Agents. This has been τ, discussed la Separate cable traffic. Costs exceeded the programmed πεν amount becauso of. the. large séverance Pay paid both agents who had _over’ ten years service each, KDAFGHAN-1 was paid U.S, $8,170.00 ‘and KDAFGHAN-2 was paid U.S. $2,228.48, ; 

6. Plans: We have no plans to replace KDAFGHAN with another ' strictly photo-surveillance project, The production does not. Justify the cost, However, we do have Plans to obtain a multi- Purpose basehouse in the area’ that. can serve aS a site for taking photos when necessary, serve as a LP for future audio operations against AMFINK, and as a-base from which to dispatch a future εἰ Surveillance team, The PBRUMEN section has. already started the Search for agent assets who, in turn, can look for un appropriate Site. The acquisition of the latter will be the most difficult as rental property is αὖ ἃ premium in the AMFINK area, Headquarters will be kept informed of our progress, 

ésse/R. GARDALPHE 
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C, DIRECRR 294880 

1. PROTOSED TEXT KDAFCHAN-1 JOB REFERENCE FOLLOWS: 

(AS THIS IS TO ADVISE THWE IDEN A AS ON RETAINER BY EEN B FROM τς: 

TRANSLATED LEGAL DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO LATIN 2HERICAN BUSINESS Ε LAN, ΟΙΝῚΣ NG: - 

’ JANUARY ISGSAESCUGH JULY 1972. IDEN A, THE FOSSESSOR OF A LEGAL SCKEROUND 

SPECIAL ATEENTICN JO THE PRESENCE THEREIN GF @NY SPECIAL NUANCES TSAT COULD ed) = 

BOAR ON IDG! Bs CONTR UCTS, NEGOTIATIONS, AND FEANSACTIONS. 

5. IDEN A KAS COMPENSATED AT THE RSTE CE 6,000 PESOS EER ΑΝ. 

ον ἃ WOULD LIKE TO NOTE IN PASSING THAT THE TRANSLATION PORK 

ERFORMED WY IDEN A WAS ON CCCASION CUITE CONEEBENTIAL IN CHARACTE. AND 1WCULD 

HAVE BEEN OF GREMT INTCREST T0 CUR EGSINESS COSPCLTTORS RAD IT BEEN MARE AVATLABLE 

TO THEM. IDEN A DISPLAYED THE ΠΟΘ᾽ DISCRETE IN HANDLING SUE ἘΔ it TERS, 
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— “D. 1 CAN PERSONALLY RECOAND IBEX A VERY RIGHLY. HAD HE DECIDED To 
REMAIN IN MEXICO, OUR FIRM WOULD HAVE BEEN PLEASED TO CONTINUE HIS RETAINER, | 

E. SIGNED IDEN C, PRESIDENT. Ὁ | 
2.1F LEVTER ACCEPTABLE STATION, EQS WILL MAIL VIA REGULAR IN TERNATIONAL 

AIRMALL TO REF G ADDRESS, . 
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1. CONCUR REF PROPOSAL, PARA 4 AND 5 REF AUSWERS ARE: 
Ae SUBJ TRANSLATED LEGAL DOCUMENTS, CONTRACTS, NQW 

LAWS-EFFECT 1 NG COMMERCIAL DEALINGS, ETC. ¢PER HQS PARA 2 REF. 
SUGGESTION)’. SHOULD STRESS THAT THIS INVOLVED TRANSLATIONS. OF A a) fans 7 | 
CONFIDENTIAL AND DELICATE NATURE AND ΤῊΑΤ SUBJ SHOWED UTMOS 
DISCRETION IN HANDLING. THESE, . : 

Β. DATES OF EMPLOYMENT: 1 JANUARY 1583 TO 31 JULY 1972, © ΕΞ ἢ C. SALARY: 6,@00 PESOS, 
Ὁ, EXACT DATE OF DEPARTURE: 1 ΒΕΡΙΈΝΒΞΗ 1972 
E. CURRENT ADDRESS: CIDEN): : -" : 

2. DO NOT RPT NoT SEND LETTER OF REFERENCE BY CERTIFIED OR SPECIAL DELIVERY MAIL AS THIS WILL CAUSE GREAT DELAY IN DEL IveRY, USE REGULAR INTERNATIONAL AIRMAIL, 
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Ἔτι, IN DISCUSSIONS WITH WOGAME BEST COURSE ACTION -᾿ 
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Chief, Western Hemisphere Piviston 

Min obocie i 
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ἐλ QUALINED δεῖς 
ΘΟ, 

Chief of Statton,| 
$eGen 

Chief of Station, Mexico city (5 ERC : ; ae : ἡ 

ποι ΣῬΑΕΟΗΛΝΦΡΡομύοθα Report fov Pertod 1 January Through. 51. Marek 1812 ἌΓΠΟΝ REQUIELD ἸΗ ΚΌΜΙΣ 

Action Required: See. Paragraph 10 

References: A. HMMA-41490, 1] January 1972 
B MEXICO CITY-18887 ; 
Cc MEXICO CITY-18889 
Ὁ. HMMW-18919, 10 March 1972 
Ε HMAMW-18914, 10 March 1972 

| 
: 1, Summary: The Project continues as before, routinely producing photos and information of the activities of AMFINK’ personnel and their visitors, KDAFGHAN was able to implicate one AMFINK in a criminal activily, but unfortunately the GOM whitewashed the case, Another possible lead to a solution of our security problem has cropped up in the form of KDAFGHAN-1's virlfvdend, We have _haduo luck in locating a new OP site to { i. eplace this one. KDAFGHAN-L-continucs to have his personal problems, but they have yet to veach the point where they affect | the security of this operation, ; 

| 
i 

of Mavch the KDAFGHANS carried on their activities as usual, pro- 
AMFINK from 0900. to 1800-each working day. In March, we had KDAFGHAN change his ἘΣ hours,to from 1600 hours, when the AMPINKS return from lunch, to 2300 hours, when the last one usually leaves for home, - This coverage convinced us that most, if not all, AMPFINK clandestine the activity is carried out in the afternoon and evening hours, they]. are oxtremely active during this pave of day in the sense of the yt number of trips they make otitside of AMFINK., Some even disappeared he Ὁ completely during most of the afternoon, This intormation should : help our efforts to survelll the AMFTNKS, A lucky break was had when KDAFGHAN witnessed the return of the Subject of 201-886893 from 
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tunately this” device pkoved of no use because of lighting condi- 

' for- their surveillances ‘of the AMFINKS and we for an OP to replace 

“area is highly’ desirable because of its proximity to excellent 

-driteresting. An East: European immigrant, we have one card showing 

᾿Αϑὰ ὀξὺ συνε το the site. “ KDAFGHAN- -1 continues _to _ show, sporadic 

‘his observation of AMFINK he gains a great deal of information of 
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the incident in which he was involved, We were able to pass 
this information to the police through the KDGLACIERS. — Up until 
that time the police fad beon after anothoyv AMPINK, With this 
information they were rapidly able to identify, the culprit. | 

3. Gur technician paid a visit to the KDAFGHAN site during 

this period and spent most of one day on updating: his techniques. 
This has resulted in a further improvement in the quality of his τ᾿ 
photographs. -- δ, was. als6 briefed on and given a night-viewing 
device .to use: “during” the March. evening surveillances. Unfor- 

CHOSE 

ἅς “The: Case’ ‘Officer: and the KDCALVERTS. have épent @ great 
deal:-of. time during’ this- “period looking for an alternate OP site. 

The- KBCALVERTS have: been - ‘looking for one to servo as a basehouse 

the present KDAFGHAN site. Neither of us has had any luck. The 

transportation and because it is-a middle class residential “oasis" 
λὴ ἃ heavily commercialized area. We continue to look, but are 
now less optimistic on our chances of finding a new site, 

5. Security: KDAFGHAN-1 was SGSWIRLED during this quarter 
with no signs of deception. . (References B and E) The SGSWIRL 
revealed a girlfriend and confirmed his correspondence with 
relatives in PBRUMEN. It also revealed that he assumes that 

KDIUCK~19 works for us since he had recommended him to us at 
least three times. After the last recommendation KDTUCK-19 told 
KDAFGHAN-1 that.somebody had. been investigating him and KDAFGHAN-1 
drew the obvious conclusion. The girlfriend (Reference C) is 

that she was the object of the attention of the Subject of 201- 
012972, a suspect intelligence officer. Unfortunately, neither 
we or Headquarters have ‘been, able to locate the basic document, 
HMVW-13665, 7 June 1965. Because of this, and her sharing one 
of the beds in the KDAFGHAN safehouse with KDAFGHAN, we intend 
to check her out throughly (see plans and Headquarters’ action’ 
required below). Because of our suspicion that KDAFGHAN-1 or 
KDAFGHAN~-2 is possibly being monitored by the AMFINKS, we have 
cut our .meetines- with him to two a. month and taken special counter= 
surveillance precautions at each meeting. So far, we have noted 
nothing unusual. Our plans ‘for a CI ‘operation desigzned to smoke 
out any possible AMFINK monitoring. of this operation are being 

held in abeyance pending the results of our investigation of the. 

Subject of Reference C. 

6. πος Personne’: _ There have been no meetings with 

signs of extreme nervousness, if not. “mental instability. In 
addition he seems to be becoming more and moré passive. Through 

interest to us. While our files show that-once he used to report 
this, we now find that it has to be pumped out of him bit-by-bit, 
with he apparently either not recognizing or being interested in 
its significance. In our opinion, an extended vacation away from 
KDAFGHAN-2 is long verdes... : . ᾿ 

7. Production: Production continued as before during this 
period with the. exception of the month of March when no photos were 

taken because of the hours, We-have begun showing some of the 
photographs of local contacts to the KDSALEMS. To date the results 

have been negative. We continue to pass the appropriate portions 
of KDAFGHAN producer to LNERGO, ae ee 
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ὃ, Adminis trative/Finance; ‘We provided the KDAFGHANS with hew passports in March, Gosts continued Within the Programmed 

: 9. “Plans: As mentioned above we will be investigating the Subject of Reference ὁ during this period, When this is accom- plished we will begin a ΟἹ exercise based on a-piece of’ nisinfor- mation tailored to make the ANMFINKS take overt and verifiable . action, Τὴ απο πῆρ δῖος, We wild continue our. search for a new ΟΡ “Site. Qu FORTAW's' arrival “he will-st anew OP team, thi: 
indiigtnetr own site-and we will cease our activities along this line. We will | on until’the new. team is in Place and the new ΕΔ Ὁ the end of this-calendar year we are unable eee pe to locate ἃ new site" e will terminate the KDAFGHANS, let the Πα : faite t-off-for:.a while :and theh place the new team in ΠΝ ἐν (er the same “place. The costs of terminating these two agents will ae es a ae exceed six -thousand dollars.” We expect them to resettle in either i: WOCORK with the rest of their family or in Spain where they have - property. .We foresee no problems in the termination, . 

10. Headquarters Action Required: 

-&. Please try again to locate HMM¥~13665 of 7 June 1965 (Pile # 50-8-2/2-1),. 0 iP hs 
b. - Please review 201-012972 for any other possible information of the Subject of Reference.c, 
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SECRET wSj¥162 FEB 72 CITE mexico CITY 18887 | 
Director inFo[_ ΘῈ 1] a ἐν 3Fee W 529170 
PBRUMNEN KDAFGHAN SGSWIRL ὦ ς- 
REFS? A. ἨΜΝΑτΑ 499, 11 JANUARY 1972 

B. DIRECTOR 228192 

1. KDAFGHAN-1 SGSWIRLED 1 FEBRUARY 1972 WITH NO 
APPARENT SIGNS OF DECEPTION. CORRESPONDENCE WITH 
RELATIVES IN PBRUMEN ‘BY LETTER, TELEGRAM AND PHONE 
ADMITTED (SUBJECT APPARENTLY SAW NOTHING WRONG IN THIS" 
AND WaS NOT TAKEN TO: ‘TASK FOR IT AT THIS POINT). Αι" 
SUCH CORRESPONDENCE HAS BEEN MADE USING THEIR TRUE STREET 
ADDRESS, PHONE NUNBER AND NAMES AS RETURN ADDRESS/CALL ING 
PARTY. OST, OF CORRESPONDENCE CARRIED OUT BY KDAFGHAN-2 
AND USUALLY RESTRICTED TO FAMILY EVENTS AND KOLIDAYS. 

2. WHILE IT PRELIMINARY OPINION OF SGSWIRL OPERATOR 
THAT IF AtiSTAFF ON TO SUBJECTS, KDAFGHAN-1 COMPLETELY 
UNWITTING OF IT, Μὲ ARE PROCEEDING ON ASSUMPTION THAT 
PARA 1 CORRESPONDENCE AND/OR WEIGHBORKOOD INVESTIGATION 
BY AiFINK HAS LED, OR WILL SOON LEAD TO, ANSTAFF DISCOVERY 
OF THIS OPERATION, THEREFORE, WE PLAN TO BEGIN SEARCH. FOR 

% 
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REPLACEMENT SITE AND PERSONNEL. 

3. KDAFGHAN-] WILL PROVIDE NAMES AND ADDRESSES 

REQUESTED REF 8 AT NEXT MEETING. 

4. FILE: 56-6-122/33 201-288248 AND 201-305604. GP-} 
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Chief of Station, Mexico City | ΜΕ 
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>’ Liaison Kiow leuxe of the KDAFGHAN Operation ᾿ . 
Ainan Ble ΠΟΤ Rims 

Reference: HMMW-18660, 20 October 1971 

AS ἃ result of the Warren Commission proceedings, Liaison 
(and the. rest of the world) know that JKLANCE has photographic 
coverage of the Cuban Mission. However, te the best of our 

knowledge, no one knows where it is or who does it. This is 
confirmed by KDAFGHAN photos showing Cubans, and others, shaking’ 
their fists at a house which is not the KDAFGHAN site. In our 
request to Liaison to remove the offending traffic sign, Head- 
quarters may be assured that we did not tell Liaison the true 
veason for our request. They were told that it sometines : ; 
duterfered with physical surveillance. Liaison in turn gave 

the Same request te the appropriate contact in the traffie 
police, using the explanation that their surveillance tean 
wanted tne cign removed. verre 
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Chief, Westere Besisphere Division 
ne 

“ὦ nieon Kuotledge of the SDAFGHAN Operation 
aE an αἰ oe τος Te 

MTOM ΠΕ ΤΕ REFERERS 

“REFERENCE: BMMA-41087,° 29 Sentember 1971. 

We noted in Reference your pion to initiate an aperation 

ἷ ‘through liaison to remove the sign that has obstructed the 

view fron KDAFGHAN, ‘Beadquarters was under the impression 

> that -RDAFGEAN was not known. to liaison. If this is not: ‘the 

᾿ cage, please provide us with full details on iiaison’ 8 | 

knovledgeability concerning this operation, 

Kurt Ὁ. CUPFENDER 

Distributics: Orig. & 2 - COS, Mexico City 
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Chief, Western itemtsphere Division ὁ 

Chief of Station, vexico city( 7 
wag, TYPIC/KDAFGHAN | 

“Progress Report for Period 1 October. Through 31 pecember_1971 _.._ 

Δ. HMMA-11087, 29 September 1971 
B, MEXICO CITY 18336, 24 November 1971. ~- r 

ΠΟ, HMMA=41240, 5 November 1971, °°. ᾿ ᾿ 
υ, HMMW¥-18065, 24 August 1970. ᾿ 
Ε. MEXICO CITY-18654, 7 January 1972 

References: 

Action Required: Paragraph 9 

i. Summary: Information came to light during this perLod 
which causes the Station to believe that KDAFGHAN may be under. 
the control of, or known to, AMSTAFF. The Station mounted an 
operation to determine if this is true, but was unable to comploto 
it. Our efforts continue, Details are given below. Production 
quality and the percentage of identifications increased, Costs 
remained within the. allowed amounts, - 

2. Security: “As Headquarters is aware, TYPIC operations at 
this StatTon have been unproductive since early 1968. Conseyguently, 
the COS, the DCOS and, more lately, the TYPIC Chief, have begun to 
plan and work TYPIC operations on the assumption that AMSTAFF is on 
tous. An incident in the KDAFGHAN operation in the past quarter 
tends to add weight. to our hypothesis. In submitting his Novembor 
accounting KDAFGHAN-1 inadvertently included a bill for a loug- 
distance call to PBRUMEN (Referende' B). While this in-itself 1s. 
not enough to convict KDAFGHAN-1 (or KDAFGHAN-2, there is no 
indication on the bill as to which one of them made the call), it 
is enough to show extreme indiscretion on his part. This prompted 
the Station to make ἃ complete review of the case and to plan a CI 
operation designed to show whether or not KDAFGHAN-1 and or KDAFGHAN~2 
was under control of; or being monitored by, AMSTAFF. The results 
are as follows: 
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2. The vraview ehoyad: ‘ 

a. . The agent was originally a walk-in to the former | 

: JRLANCE Station in Havana. - He was later referred 
_to this Station. This in itself 1s enough to make 

“: him suspect 7 

b. He still has close relatives’ ‘in PBRUMEN and corre=- 
"  spouds with .these relatives by lotter - and probably 

by telephoic, - Four of these relatives are the sisters 
Of KDAFGHAN-2-and the threat of pressure on these ‘ 

“..would:probably be enough to make her subject to 
“:AMSTAFF Control. Assuming that AMQUAKE contrels all 

. mail and telephone calls to PBRUMEN, they would soon 

- come across the fact that KDAFGHAN- a] and 2 live 
directly: across the street from AMFINK. At the last 

~meeting. with KDAFGHAN-=1 he mentioned that they were 
‘still corresponding with some twenty relatives in 
PBRUMEN and they with him. This increases the odds 
that AMQUAKE has uncovered them. We have no idea how 
long this correspondence has been going on but assume 

that it has been long enough to have boen uncovered. 

Since tho incident mentioned in Reference oe we can 
further assume that AMQUAKE has made some, if not a 
determined, effort to locate the KDAPGHAN site. | This 
is confirmed by our recent discovery that AMP INK has 

τ been paying the rent on a vacant apartment directly 
across from their entrance for. the past two years.. 

This is a building formerly occupied by KDAFGHAN-1 - 
and -2. Only within the last two weeks has an AMFINK 
employee moved into this site. It would also be 
relatively casy ἴον AMFINK to check all possible OP 
Sites. If they did, and encountered a PBRUMEN exile 
with family still within PBRUMEN, we are afraid that 
the conclusion is self-evident. On this particular 

“point we are now particularly struck by KDAFGHAN-1's 
repeated. and unsolicited assurances that AMFINK has. 
no idea where the KDAFGHAN site is located. He has 

backed up this claim with photos of various AMFINK 
employees and visiters shaking their fists at the 

Hindsight now leads us also to conclude 
that it would be a very easy matter to investigate 
and determine who had moved out of the former site: and 
where they now were If this has been done, KDAFGHAN-1 

would stick out like the’ proverbial sore thumb. We 
now conclude that Ret eter D was, unfor tunately, . 

only too correct. 

While it has wivdys been the practice of the Station 
to sterilize all photographs, given LNERGO or shown. 

‘to assets (including KDAFGHAN photos), there is still 
a possibility that misuse of KDAFGHAN photographs by 

_@ither JKLANCE or LNERGO over the years may have also 

been a contributing factor. We note that they were 
shown to KDTUCK-+4 on various occasions in the past ‘and 
that-he has been head Peeminated Becsee of our 
doubts about him. 
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Ὁ. The simple length of time that. this agent has been in operation could also bo considered as a possible Factor in exposing him sooner οὐ later™ We also ae } note. in passing that his homs telephone line shares Ε the same pole distribution box as that of the AMFINK consulate, , 

| One.item that-becomos evident when reviewing KDAFGHAN ’.£41les is his repeated failure (with some few ; exceptions) .to Get photographs of suspects or agents that the Station knows visited AMFINK while he was - ee te aoe ee 
purportedly on watch. 

Given-the above the Station decided to mount an operation to. -detérmine once. and for all if tho KDAFGHANS were er ‘control ‘by: AMSTAFF or Lf their activities were being by’ audio coverage of the Safchouse or OP site. The 

a the above possibilities. Yo other Station assets were used, this ὡς to eliminate any possibility that they might be the source of a leak. Without going into a mass of detalls, the plan basically 

of the plan, 201-327262 was recalled. It is our opinion that the operation had not yet gone far enough to consider this vecall as proof of our Suspicions, but that it was mere coincidence. How- ever, two points that. arose during this operation do bother us, _ At one meeting KDAFGHAN-i mentioned (or let slip) that the AMF INK chauffeur. had gone on vacation. While the Station was aware of this we are hard put to understand how he knew it. Then, during ‘the: same conversation with the Case Officer (perhaps realizing his mistake?) KDAFGHAN-1 began to backtrack and started to talk about how he "thought" the chauffeur. "might have" gone on vacation, The second point ts that he almost invariably reports within a few days when an AMFINK employee drops out of sight. He has yet to mention the departure of 201-327262,. This attempt by the Station to resolve the matter having come to an inconclusive end, we are Starting over again and will soon begin another Similar operation. : 

Lo Plans: We oare working under the assumption that ANQUAKE/ AMSTAFF either looked for and found KDAFGHAN-1 or that they found him through checking out- Εἰς mail and calls to and from relatives in PBRUMEN. We -are further assuming that they then either doubled him or KDAFGHAN-2 or that they are successfully monitoring the operation through a combination. of physical and audio surveillance . (we uote the fairly recent arrival of.an AMFINK referred to as "el tecnico" - 201-886735-- whom we believe to be the younger brother of 201-812106. The latter, our records show, was last known -to. be the chief of the JKLANCE section of AMSTAFF.) While KDAFGHAN-1, and KDAFGHAN-2, will obviously have to-be terminated, "ἃ ‘we first intend to do our best to prove our hypothesis; If this ν ¢an be done, we may be able to put this to our advantage. In the meantime, he will be handled under the strictest of compartmen- tation. He will be given no further lookout assignments, be give H no indications of our particular interests in any individual - 
AMFINKS ov their activities and, obviously, we will not proceed 
with. the plans for the audio operation which we suggested in 
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paracraphs 14-16 of Reference 4. We wili start a.sea replacement site and ageni as soon as Ucadqtiny ters indicates that fine bes peve “Che “continuance of sucha operation Ts soeteni ne hee ene ton believes It is). We: intenu "to eontmue—te: eae und the agent just as before, indicating our greatest confidence in “Aim. We will proceed to imprave his equipment and.operation and. gO ahead with the planned technical consultation (Reference Ε) τς ito demonstrate this. No sensitive equipment or information will “be “involved. We further intend to SGSWIRL this agent at the first Opportunity. He was Last SWIRLED on 18 April 1967. ες 
me 6. Other Operational Developments: Other than the above, “the operatTon continued as-usual. The Case Officer had another dawn to midnight ‘stay -with. the Agent to- observe AMFINK and its activities and ‘to work with the: Agent on impvoving -his production. Quality of thé. photographs has improved: and identification of .the PBRUMEN:-visitors has, with the use of: KDGLACIER passport photos: increased drastically. -.we are now hitting over Gighty percent .ddentificattion of TDyers and transit personnel. The Planned Mo studies mentioned in paragraph 12 of Reference A have not been’ as successful as was hoped ‘for. KDAFGIIAN-1 and 2 are so set in the _Youtine they have established over the years that the above mentioned instructions to change their way of operation have met -with resistance. This ‘is being. overcome. ‘The one outstanding event of the period. was our obtaining a photo of SVCEMENT-6's alternate courier (to Which KDAFGHAN-1 had not been alerted). 

qT. Agent Personnel: No changes. The break in their regular routine occasioned by our requests for more work on their part and by the extra and irregularly scheduled meetings caused by our CI operation -seemed to. have increased KDAFGHAN-1's already bad stute of nerves. The Case Ofticer sent him-on a three day vacation to Acapulco to calm him down - and it did somewhat. 

8. Administrative/Finances: No changes. 
9. Headquarters Action Required: 

va, Advise if Headquarters concurs with the Station as : to the desirability of continuing with this type 6f Operation after the projected termination of the KDAFGHANS. 

Ὁ. Please pass this dispatch to the JMROD unit. ‘Their Suggestions are solicited, ; . : 

ce. Please retrace all known relatives of KDAFGHAN-1 and 2 and advise the Station of the results, 
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i ACTION : Paragraph 5 MAR 2 2 1972 
REFERENCES: A, MEXICO CITY. 13887- MiCROFILME : ‘Be. DIRECTOR 228192 | ee C. HMA $1590, -11 Jaliuary 1972. 

- 1. AS a result of the disturbing information contained in a - Reference C, we undertook a reasonably thorough review of the CI ": aspects. of this project as contained: ἴῃ Headquarters files. We ᾿ camo up with no new insights into the security problem outlined ‘in Reference C that are not already known to the Station. We commend the Station for its thorough CI review of this project and the positive efforts being taken to improve its’ security, While the positive results of KDAFGLAN-1's SGSHIKL (per ue A) suggests that he is probably not actively cooperating with | AMSTAFF against BATRUST, his PBRUMEN exile status, the long period of time he has been operating his OP site in close proximity to | the PBRUMEN Enbassy and the potential (perhaps immediate) danger presented by his and KDAFGHAN-2's PBRUMEN relatives, make it clear that this team must eventually be phased out, whether or not : replacements can be recruited. we defer to the Station concerning how. best to implement this termination and strongly concur with the Station's attempts to prevent KDAFGHAN-1 and 2 fron reaching the conclusion that they are no lonrer trusted by RKTRUST, As. the Station has indicated, aa overlap between the new and old OP sites is highly desirabla, Presumably, the Station will continue its ‘efforts to determine whether or not KDAFGHAN=1 has been "doubled" or is being monitored by AMSTAFF (the latter appears more likely, if AMSTAFF is indeed on te the KDAFGHANS),. 
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ing up with him. 

- -PBRUMEN personnel who visit the Embassy or Consulate, but 

-PBRUMEN Embassy staffers forwarded to Headquarters ὩΣ by AMBEDEW-1 and AMWHEN?1 (the 
completed) were of high quality. .As a result of the high 

‘/site team has been recruited 

‘appropriate time after a new ΟΡ site 

( 7 a i i 
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2. While ‘reviewing this activity, we were struck by the thought which has occurred: to others in the Past, as: to why KDAFGHAN-1, an educated and reportedly intellivent individual, has been willing to devote the last ten years to this dull and very routine effort. It fs créficalt to ἄταν a completely satisfying answer to this question fron the files. The Security aspects aside, the Station is - probably doing KDAFGHAN-1 a favor, in terms of his aental health, by forcing hin to look outside his small and : insular world and séek a new fora of employment. The frequent references to KDAFGHAN-1's pent up nervousness contained in the Station's reporting indicates that. KDAFGIAN- 1's -obsession with his work may finally be catch- | 

-.3. While we are more than a little ambivalent concern- ing the over-all value of this activity as presently consti« tuted, given the priority need for Coverage of the AMSTAFE personnel Stationed at: the PBRUMEN Embassy and the relative dearth of PBRUMEN target access agents, we believe that this activity should be continucd. We share the Station's concern | about our inability tc identify the photographs of non- 

appreciate the difficult technical problens involved. Qn ἃ more positive note, the recent group of photographs of 
for review 

latter has not yet: been’ ᾿ 

quality of these photographs, AMREDEW-1 was able to identity still another AMSTAFFer assigned to the Embassy. We assume from the contents of Reference C that when and if a new OP 
and a new site ebteined, further - efforts will be made by the Station to increase the identifi- cation of visitors to the PBRUMEN installation concerned, ᾿ Meanwhile, the high rate of identification of PBRUMEN visitors to. the Embassy currently being achieved by the Station testifies to your determined efforts to obtain the maximum "take" from this operation. 

In conclusion, we concur with the Station's plans to continue this oneration and to improve the identification of non-PBRUMEN visitors to the PBRUMEN Embassy. We concur with ‘the Station's plans to terminate KDAFGHAN-1 and 2 at an 
team has been recruited and trained and a new OP site obtained. Per Reference B, we will trace KDAFGHAN-1 and 2's relatives residing in PBRUMEN once their names and addresses have been forwarded by the Station, We discussed this operation with the JMROD unit and it was decided that KDAFGHAN-1 and 2 are not suitable for . JMROD purposes. 
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O: Knarcitas Provress. Report: 1 July - 30 September 1971 ACHOM REQUIRED - ἐπε eERCLS fo τ τ οὖν τὸ ἜΤ τ, ae 
Action Required: Paragraph 16 (WOACRE) 

4d. SUMMARY: © Daring the reporting period this Project continued with no change. The KDAFGHANS continued to provide tha Station with photuxyvaphic coverage of visitors lo the Cuban Embassy.- A new case officer took over’ ihe Project at the besdiuning of the period and has | Spent the major part of his meetings with KDAFGHAN-1 and 2 on dis- Cussing aad planniig Ways to improve the peveentane of identifications made by them. What follows is a-descriptton of the Operation as it now stands and the Station's plans to improve it, 

2.  PRESE -KDAFGHAN ROUTINE: Visual coverage of the entrance to the Cuban ἃ jaSsy compound iS provided sSrom 0°00 to 1800 (the approximate hour at which Lighting conditions prevent further Puotoyraphy with the present equipment, ) Embassy hours are 0800- 2100, approximately. KDAFGiAN-L provides the majovity of the mane. power, with KDAFGHAN-2 filling in for rest breaks, lunch and while ὁ KDAFGHAN=1 processes the previous day's take. The veneral practice is to observe the entrance witiout Optical assistance until'a person or vehicle is seen to be entering or leaving the gate area, The restricted size of the aperture possible in the OP ror this Viewing fa rectanrular opening approximately four by five inches) prevents Simultaneous viewing of any other area of the compound, Whonca tarvet is seen, the observer shifts his head a few inches to the reflex. finder of the camera and is given a 20 X magnification of the target. This is more than adequate for identification οἵ any target. If the target. is unknown and/or ἃ previous photograph has not been taken, the observer takes one. At the same time he records the time of arvival /departure, whether. the target is known or unknown, and records any obvious identifying data such as license plate, apparent Nationality, anparent occupation, atc. Tn addition 
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to the above general Visual survedllance, the agents are 
occastonally provided with photographs of targets the: Seatiron 
belleves might visit the! compound and on whom we wish a specifie 
alert - stich .as visiting agent personnel and third country 
‘Subve rs ἘΞ ‘Known oF believed τὸ" be in the area. Each day, © 

’ XDAFGHAN-1 pkocesses his: notes und the photographs taken and 
Submits them? το ἀπὸ Station in the following form ἰθὺς day's 
‘production 5 illustrated) in Attachment A): 

a. A timetable of arrivals: and departures ° (the number 
in the left margin indicates that a pnetegvaph was 
taken). 

b. The. deiainal negative. The daily average seems to 
be about eighteen photographs, 

A contact print of the above negatives (the inked 
numbers on the photogiaphs correspond to the 
marginal, numbers on the report). 

τας Enlargements of selected subjects. (not included). 

2. THE AGENT _PERSONNEL: GARDALPHE spent one day, from 
0845 to 19607 inside the OP, observing the agents and thetr 

routine, . Both seem to finve adapted to a very boring routine 
quite well. Their eyesight, which has been the subject of quite . 
a féw off-the-Frecord comments at both Headquarters and at the 
Station (viz, that they are blind), was checked out thoroughly, 
but innocuously, by asking them who such and such a person was 
at. the wate or in photos and by asking them to read some very 
suall print f£ilm-processing instructions. While KDAFGHAN=-2's 
eyesight ds definitely poorer than that of KDAFGUAN-1, she easily 
identified the subjects: and was able to read the test literature 
with no problem, She was observed carefully while manning the 
OP and she missed no one in that one and one-half hour periad. 
Previous cases of missing known targets scheduled to visit the 
Exbassy are more probably the result of boredom and a resultant 
dack of attention. Their job requires them to be hermits. They 
have very few friends and even fewer visitors. To break them out 
of this rut, the Station will soon start altering their work 

hours to’ ‘provide more extended coverage of the target, and give 

them more interesting work to do. ἊΣ 

4. PRESENT KDAFGUAN FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT: The present 
OP is located on the roof of a three-story apartment house 
located about eighty yards from the compound entrance (see 
Attachment B). Concealment is excellent. Windows on other 
floors allow visual observation of most of the compound facing 

the OP and of the entrance to the Consulate. However, they do 
net permit photography, except on a selected basis, because of 

the concealment problem. The OP proper is’ a small bathroom 
about five by six feet in what used to be-the maid's quarters. 
A captain's chair, the tripod, camera, lens and a small worktable 
have been fitted in between the various plumbing figtures. 
Adjacent to this is another room of approximately twice the size 

which contains a desk, cot, the printer ἀπ ἃ wardrobe for 
storing photographic materials. This room nas a large picture 

window overlooking the entrance to the Consulate. 
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: δι. The photographic equipment used-by the KDAFGHANS at 
pee present consists of a Bausch and Lomb spotting scope with 20-X 

: eyephece, and a Pentax HeJ-camera.  This-cquipment is ‘not 
satisfactory (see below).  Exeert for the printer, all darkroom’ 

" equipment is, located in a darkroom on the {ὸ0Ὁπ| floor. The 
; ο darkroom is well. ‘oquipped and adequate. KDAFGHAN-L makes no 

“Poo. os attempt to conceal. the. darkroom, His cover for the darkroom is 
that it is his hobby. 3 Ν 

86. ΞΥΑΤΙΟΝΡΒΟΟΕΞΒΙΝΕ OF THE XDAFGHAN PRODUCTION: ' Time= 
tables are © filed and not processed - πὲ present, Tf the Station 

ee (is looking ‘for confirmation of an agent report or a‘surveillance 
ve 7 report, they are sometimes consulted.. About every year they are 

: : ‘shipped ‘to Headquarters for retention in the Archives. The 
negatives and contact prints wre handled in the same way, 

ae ers (ie _.  %,: The enlarged, photographs are processed in the following 

ἃ. Certain photographs of unidentified persons are 
sterilized and forwarded to the local office of 
LNERGO. The Station receives no feedback or 

identification of these individuals trom LNERGO. 

Ὁ. Photorraphs of PCS or known TDY Embassy porsonnel 
are kept and used for identification purposes at 
the Station and some are forwarded to Headquarters 
for the same reason, ae 

ce. Photosraphs of other identified persons are placed 
in Station personality files. 

ἃ. All other photographs (the major portion) are simply 

destroyed, : 

8. LNERGO was recently queried on the value of this 
operation to them. They replied, "(these photographs) are’ 
compared with the photographs of known leaders of extremist 

- ‘groups in WOCORK as well as with photographs of persons who. are 
: subjects of Identification Ovders prepared on badly wanted 

fugitives in WOCORK. It is requested, therefore, that you 
continuc this service if it does not cause problems or unusual 

..costs to your office.” While this project may be of some value 
to LNERGO, it is of little value, as. presently constituted, to 
the Station. “THGYG@ are other, and cheaper, means of obtaining 
photographs of PCS and TDY personnel. No identification or 
operational use is made of the photographs of the unidentified 
subjects - at least by JKLANCE ~ and no operational use is made 
of thé timetable. ‘For instance, license plate numbers are not 
now traced aS either a possible means of identification, or 

leads to CI or recruitment targets. . A previous effort at 

analyzing the timetable for possible patterns of activity was 
unproductive and has not been repeated. Only in selected 
instances do we try to correlate the information received from 
KDBADGER coverage of the Embassy and that provided by the | 
KDAFGHANS. But generally this has not been successful, since 
most often people with previous appointments are going to the 

“Consulate (which we do not cover with NDAFGHAN), or too many 
unidentified people arrive around thé same time at the gate, 
precluding a positive identification. While the above evaluation 
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moy vead nora bike a project terminsttion request than a progress 
report, the Station does believe that this project could be nade 
productive: if not. extremely valuable to both JKLANCE and ° LNEKGO 
if faces could be related to names and other operational leads. 
inherent in the KDAFGHAN production were abstracted and: followed 
out. Our plans to do so ure outlined pohon 

| 
ὃ . 9. PLANS: Technical quality needs to. be. improved, The 
présent enlargements are only poor to fair in. quality, |This is 
due?to the lens now in use, which only has an effective! aperture 
of £-22, The Station WOACRE officer will soon initiate! corre- 
spondence..to., obtain ἃ better lens. which“wttt not only result in 

ες higher. -qualkity.’ ‘photos, - but extended coveraze in conditions of 
~ darkness’ οὐ twilight by. increasing the light-gathering capability 

of the camera, <A camera with a behind the lens light meter will 
be. used from now on to prevent underexposures in poor. ‘Light 
conditions, <The présent enlirger lens has a fungus growth which 
lowers photographic SALAS This will be repaired or replaced, 

10, Since the move to this OP, ἃ Serest Sipen in the line 
of sight to the target area obstructs or spoils over hal of the 
photographs. This prevents the Station from using the photo- 
graphs with, agent personnel τοῦ contacts.who might be able to 
identify tho subject of. the photograph. . For, unless heavily 
‘sterilized, it provides a very casy means of identifying. where 
the photograph was taken, and conceivably, by using a theodilite, 
determining the exact. location of the OP. An operation, : throug! 
knees ON ES. remove this obstruction has. been initiated. : Ἵ 

B Tl. Identification of PCS personnel, out- bound ΤΟΥ and in= 
: Ceansit passengers con easily be raised to near one- hundred 
percent. The Station will arvange for our current KDGLACI ER - 
passport coverage to’ be passed on a routine basis to KDAFGHAN 
and, using these, he should be able to identity all of the 

ες Subjects that fall in the above category. He will also be 
jinstructed to start a photo file on all ΤΟΥ͂ and in~transilt 
personnel and, as he builds this base up, he should be able to 
‘identify more and-more of the in-bound in~transit personnel, ᾿ 
Consideration is also being given to have him develop and process 
these passport photos for both himself and the Station. (This 

would not only’ speed up identification of these subjects = and 
the exploitation of possible ops leads - but. relieve the Station 
Technician and Support Section of some of their work load, 

12. The exploitation of potential Se ΡΟΝ leads) through 
the. compilation of data on license plates, servicemen, known. 
visitors and arrival and departure times, “has previously: been 

tried by the Station on a sporadic basis with no success.| This 
is primarily due to the fact that the workload invulved -on 
Station personnel has prevented a continuing effort Since 

KDAFGHAN-1 and 2 are underworked (and would probably welcome 
some chanyve in their incredibly boring routine), this job!will 
be given to thém. ‘They will be required to submit monthly 

yveports on: a " 

. 1} vehicles that call at the compound (tr'oqueney- 
figures). ' 

a. 

{ 

b. All service calls. 

All visitors and or servicemen who vet inside the 
compound. ; | 
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ad. ALL visitors and or Servicemen who wet inside the “wate. ; l oe es oe | e. Compiled statistics on the avrival and departure ; ‘time (and method) -of each known or suspect intelli- gence officer. ; ἐν τε ὁ : : αν Ν . ὍΣΣ This should considerably improve the Station's ability to exploit 
: 4 Bee hes any leads that mizht arise. . : . \ τὰ 

13. The one problem area remaining, and the ‘one where we stand to strike the most “pay-dirt" is that. of identifying the - photographs: of non-Cuban -personnel who visit the Embassy ‘or the οὐ Consulate. “While, true; we are unlikely to identify any DGI . agent personnel or “illegals, we would be most likely to obtain identification of subversives traveling to Cuba and on local ; sympathizers or contacts who could possibly serve as access a agents. ‘Linking unknown faces ‘to names can only be done by . ae oe technical means. The target situation und our proposed means of attack are given below. D's τος “" 
: 14. Since the arrival of the new DST Chief of Center and - the DSE security officor last year, security at the Cuban: bmbassy and Consulate has tightened drastically, Metal shutters Tave _ Been pYaced on all but one of the windows in the area suspected Of being the DGt center, Not even a crack of light now shows from. these windows at night. The entire compound and the sur- rounding wall have been floodlighted, It) KDAFGHAN's words, "the only shadows in the place now are during the daytime". ‘The : : Ν former .open grill gate to the automobile entrance has been, re~ ee Ee ; ; placed by an electrically operated solid metal garage door, fees Ὡς ἢ Passerbys can no longer look into the compound. or gatehouse and KDAFGHAN can no longer observe the latter. The door into the gatehouse, which is in the outer wall alongside the automobile entrance, has been changed to a heavy metal door with a one-way mirror for observation. No vehicles éxcept those belonging to the Embassy arc now allowed inside. All delivery trucks must , park outside and carry thetiv.items inside. A completely new, ᾿ and unknown, telephone system has been installed. is now rigorous. When a visitor now calls at the Embassy he must ring the doorbell, wait for the door to be opened Slightly, : ; and, if he is not recognized, announce his name and business, The door is then shut in his face, the gatekeeper calls the person he wants to see and the person is then either let inior i turned away. If let in he no ionger is allowed into the ; compound = with some Tew rare cxce tions -"buf{is led into the 4 

' 

a jul? ormer gatehouse which has just “been converted intova reception : a¥GR. The person he came to Seo comes tO the Yeceptioi area os “and interviews him there. Very rarely is the visitor let into the compound. If the visitor calls at the Consulate he may 3 ‘freely enter that one room on the ground floor, but is allowed no further, Usually the secretary handles all requests. Some times a visitor to the Consulate who requires an interview with one of the consuls is taken or sent to the Embassy entrance BG bodies interviewed in that area. Our chances of implanting an audio , [device inside the Embassy, the Consulate, or the gatehouse with our Current assets and under these conditions is nill. ἣν : 
| 15. There are Seven telephone lines into the Cuban compound. ive of these go directly to the Ambassador's office, ; E 

; δ: the Cultural Office, the Press Office, the Commercial Office: : and the Consulate. As far-as we know, the ΠΟΙ center has no: 
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Ἢ : ; ee ae treble Paull, direct lines. Two Lines ὅ9 19 ἃ switchboard of unknown ‘capacity in’ the gatchouse/receptfon roon. These lines receive an average of Wo thous anc calls each per nonth., — Many times, in reading ihe take, we note that a person will.call and say that he is one ᾿ coming by. αἵ ἃ certain time - ον ΠΟ will be called and told to ae ὧν -,come at acertain time. [f KDAFGIAN could corelate these calls’ ] “with the photographs he: takes. he could make many identifications which, in turn,: could be:exploited by other Station assets, KDGLACIER, οὐ LNERGO, ~Even of: more assistance would be the "hot “miking" of these lings: That.way we could not only identify any ἌΝ ee caller ‘to thé Consulate or gatchouse, but also who the gatekeeper 

i ΠΣ τ , calls: inside “to announce: the visitor. In addition, we would also 
a ies eo 5 ἦς expect to pick up quite a bit of conversation of interest, for the on hie ae “gatehouse seems to be a favorite hangout in: the Embassy for ΠΟΙ ee “oh - personnel, ‘KDAFGHANS 1 and 2, being experienced LP operators, 

: τ ΕΣ could easily handle - the. take’... KDAFGHAN-1, being fluent in English, 
: ἘΠ ts ΩΣ ieee could also. handle the Enghish language portions of any take ~ ach: ‘which ἀπ νον of ‘the ‘number of English-speaking Visitors would: ae probably be considerable,; .-Ο .- ᾿ ; 

10, Therefore, we request that we he advised what technical information is necessary for WOACRE to determine the feasibility of a hot mike installation into the gatehouse and Consulate . ‘(assuming no access to the instruments) serviced by an LP located in “the current “KDAFGHAN OP. “Tit the meantime, we will investigate the possibility of tapping ..one of the gatehouse telephones | currently monitored by KDBADGER and running it into the KDAFGHAN OP where it will not only be transerlbed but Live monitored. 
AT PRONUCTION: Production figures for this period were normal. KDAFGHAN provided an average of 600 contact prints and 150 enlargements per month. No new identifications were made, 

18. ADMINISTRATIVE: ‘here were no changes in costs or personnel during this period, 

19, SECURITY: There were no security incidents during this perfod, To improve Security, meetings have been reduced to an ; average of one every two weeks. Use of the safehouse is now held Pe to a minimum and wherever. possible meetings are by car pickup. While KDAFGHAN-1's cover for his darkroom is that it is supposedly his hobby, there is not one photograph or camera visible anywhere in his house. He has been instructed to correct this deficiency, 
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July let., 1971 

‘ ; οὐ ἀν. 9:00 to 18:00 

ἐν Fhoto # Hour View 

π᾿ 9:02 Green Ford arrived with Angel & wife - thye left at 1:55 _ 

ΕΣ ' . 902. White VwePSA left with Abelardo - he ret. at 9: 08 with Saker 

τ 9:03. Waiquiria arrived ἮΝ γι  ἮΣ 

9:06 New car arrived with Mirabal - he left at 12: :37 

9:08 Jesus arrived in a taxi ᾿ ; , ; 

9:14 Green Torino arrived with Cortina 

9:19 White Vw PSA left with Abelardo -- ret. 9:38. 
9:19 Green Ford left with Orestes - ret. 210132 
9:20 Aurora left in a taxi - ret. at 1:35 = left at 2°26 

9:33 Black Pord left with Sosa ~ ret, 10:36 - left 11:18 - ret. 11:52, 
9:52 White Vw arrived with Heriberto - left 1:10 — ret. at 5312. 

1 9:52 Mm going in = Aterican? ~ left at 10:08 

. 9:57 Green Torine left sith Masvidal & Relanda Roeri ques ~ ret. 11:19 

2 9:58 Man leaving - ret. at 11:27 

ir 10:02 Grey Pontiac left with Sanchez seehais 28-left12: 15 = ret. 12:45 

10:09 White Vw PSA left with Ahelardo & Heriberto « ret. 12:02 (Abelardo) 

3 | 10:27 Man sent to the Consulate 

10:30 Blue Torino arrived with Barrera ἃ 8 man 

4 10:36 Lady who came in ereen Vw No. JEY«S8 brought packages Ὁ often 

10:46 Blue Torino left with Capote ἃ Mendez - ret. at 12:02 
5 10:48 Man going in ἊΝ 

6 10:53 2 ladies ἃ a man going in — left at 11:06 ᾿ 

: 11:14 White Vw left with Heriberto ἃ Consuelo = he ret, 12:42 — 

7 11:17 Young man bringing movie films 

, 8.10 11:30 2 men leaving with Ignacio Acosta 

_ 12:31 Green Torino left with Reyes ἃ woman = ret.- atl s55 

ι 11 ᾿ 21:44 Lady sent to the Consulate 

11:48 Tomas Rodriguez arrived - left at 12:26 

12. 12:07 Mm who came in car plate No. R Jd HW ~ delivered envelope 

-13415 12:15 2 men ἃ ἃ lady feaving : 
12:22 White. Vw PSA lest with Abelardo - ret. at 1257 

᾿ 12:23 Green. Ford lef: xith Capo, Jesus ἃ Rolando Rodriguez - ret. 1:45 

12 534 Black: Ford left with Ambassador, ‘Armenterog ἃ Sosa 

Casas a Sse br “aly 
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12923 

12:53 

12 353 

12:53 

12:55 
1300 

Ἐπὶ ἃ 115 
Ἃ 1:25 

2:55 
284 
7 82819 

. 2119 
ἐπ ΘΙ. 

2122 
2826 . 

2:41 

2342 

2:48 
4326 

§ 312 

5328 

5335 

5 333 

5142 
5152 

᾿ Mrs. Cor tina. or Mrs. Reyes? 

‘Blue Ford left with Valdes, νὰ ἴθ ἃ Waiquiria - ret. 5242) 

πο Ἐν 

July let., 1971 

aii at the door: : 

Blue Ford arrived wtth’ Valdes 

‘Man leaving 

Man going in 

Man gent to the Consuh te : 

. Tomas Alvarez drove car in ~ left at 1:46 

Men going in « left at 1:42 

Rolando Rodriguez ἡ 

2 imen: who came for Masvidal in a Yellow car plate No. HXB=37 

Grey Pontiac left with Capo & Sanchez ~ ret. at 5:12 

Blue Tortno left with Barrera & wife ; 

Luis teft - ret. at 5:14 

Green Torino left with Cortina, Reyes ἃ wives = ret. at 4 

White Vw PSA left with Abelardo & wife ~ ret. at 53:03 | 

Saker & Jorge left by foct ~ ret. at 4:19 

Jesus & wife arrived by foot ne 

Green Porinoleft with Cortina ἃ Capote 

White Vw left with Heriberto & Jesus - Jesus ret.5:57 ‘in! 

White Ve PSA Left with Abelardo & Rolando Rodriguez 
- 

Grey Pontiac jeft with Capo ἃ Sanchez τὴν 
1, 

Blue Ford left with Adis & Dora 

Olga, Marta's mothers ἃ others xex arrived by foot 

with. Adie 

his car 

ΠΣ Νὴ Sb. ὁ 1 “5 ἐῳ 
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© KDAFGHAN Operations Report = March through May 1971 (Project Renewal): 
ACTIOM REQUIRID - REFERLMEES oes ΕΣ aes pee ee ee στον ΤῸ 

CLASS ARS 

SECRET 
ἢ 
! . ἢ 

Hoo Κα} 0 FO for R INDEXING 

Chief, ¥ Western _Hemisphere Division | x See Δ. δὰ 

[ονιτ OUALED DISK 
ele = ,υδοξ ΟΝ 

Chief of Station, M Mexico City. , - τ ἐμΈ ΗΝ ; 

References: A. HMMA-10299, 24 March 1972 i: 
8. HMMW¥-17977, 30 June 1910 

1. As reported in paragraph 1, of Reference A, this | 
Operations Report is intended to contribute the necessary 
information for the Project Renewal to cover Fiscal Year 1972, 

᾿ 
| BACKGROUND 

2. There was no chanyze in the information contained ih 
paragraph 2, Reference A, for the period covered in this report. 

OPERATIONAL MEETINGS and: SECURITY 
3. No chanze since Reference A report. 

PRODUCTION 

4. In addition to the normal photographic coverage of ‘the 
KDACOUSTIC installation, KDAPGUAN-1 and KDAFGHAN=2 provided | 
specifile coverage for the various KDACOUSTIC-3 operations. | 

(MEXLCO TITY-16535, 7 May 1971). 15 coverage enabled the’ 
Station to determinc KDACOUSTIC-3's and his wife's movements, 
an important factor in timing KDACROBAT- 12's calls and visit to 

KDACOUSTIC~3's home. Other Significant results of the KDAFGUAN 
operation include photographic information on specific visitors 
to the KDACOUSTIC installation of special interest to the lccal 
LNERGO office, This information consists of photovraphs of jthe 
individuals and, when available, photographs of vehicles and U.S, 
license plates. One stich recent incident involved an old LNERGO 

Continued... .. ete. 
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target who had been seen visiting the KDACOUSTIC ‘and VHHARSH: 

installations. KDAFGHAN-1 successtully identified the individual. 

Ounce during the repor ving period, KDAFGHAN-i passed quickly i 

information οὐ ἃ suspect student political leader visiting the 

assed on the information 

‘to the KDCALVERT team soon enough so that the team vas able. to: 

‘follow ‘the suspect leader home,. and eventually identity: him. | 

“Also, ‘the Station Was able to identify the jobs of most of the 

large number of new KDACOUSTIC employees by KDAFGHAN-L photo>., 

graphs .and personal observations. Normally we have been able 

to match movements of new and old employees during the initial 

period when duties and contacts were being turned over to the. 

new employees and so identify their duties. "Ὁ 

mene etnaament emt ot 

5. No change since Reference A report. 

i, 
Ι 
| 

FINANCES 
ay | 

. 
. ies 

- 6. me following is a breakdown of the KDAFGHAN financial 

“pequiroments for Fiscal Year 1972: 
[: 

FY. 197] (FY 1972 FY. 1973 

Estimated Request Projection 

obligations : ΜΕΝ ΝΡ 
Ι 

KDAFGHAN-1 Salary $ 4,800 ῷ 5, OSS* $ 5,088 

KDAFGHAN-2 Salary - 1,920 2,112: 2,112 

Christmas Bonus Σ 560 600" , 690" 

KDAFGHAN Basehouse Rent 1,200 1,200 1,200 

(observation post) 
bt 

KDAFGHAN Safehouse — 864 1,200 1, 200 

(for. Station meetings 
: 

with KDAFGHAN~-1) 

Utilities for Safehouse 
500 500 1 500 

and Basehouse : 
ἦν νὴ 

“Miscellaneous Expenses 1,250 1, 250 _ 1,250 

{film, paper, chemicals, 
Mea 

stationary ) Pac ; ees 

TOTALS $11,094 . $11,959 $11,950 

Seance 

Increases reflect the “cost-of-living” granted to some Station 

assets effective 1 January i971. | 

FOREIGN CURRENCY 
; 

| 

7. No change since Reference A. 

᾿ COMNITMENTS 
cai 

8. KDAFGHAN-1 and KDAFGHAN-2 receive one month's salary 

as a Christmas bonus. KDAFGHAN: 1 is reimbursed for operational 

expenses related to the Project. 

FUNDING | | 

9, No change from paragraph 6, Reference A.. 

ACCOUNTING . 

10. ‘The same as paragraph 7, Reference A. 

enon nee ποτα το oo einer carne at 
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—_Chief of Statida, Mexico City ὧν" 

Oxorrcnay Progress Report 7 October 1970 through February 1971 |: 
SIess. Ee OMEN February 1971 eter ὦ 

Reference: HNMA-39611 - 14 October 1970 
; 

. l. This progress report will cover KDAEGHAN activity for, , the period October 1970 through February 1971. The next progress report will include the project renewal request aud will be sub- mitted during May 1971. ἈΕῚ a ; «Rel 4, 4 

BACKGROUND . Ἂν i\ 
΄ 

i 

Ι 

ΑΣΑ. ὁ 

2 | 2. The KDAFGHAN Préjekt: provided fixod photorraphic coveraye of the PBRUMEN Enbassy (and‘of the PRRUMEN Consulate for Part of the period) Since the Submission of the last PYORVeSS report in YVeference. The only major change during this period Was the - { installation for a period of ole month of a TV-monitor/robot camera combination to cover the PBRUMEN Consulate. This was done on a’ trial basis to cover a vreater area of PBRUMEN activities, The 1! KDAFGHAN Basehouse-.was ‘given additional requirements during October - 1970, the month designated as PBRUMEN nonth, - ᾿ ; 
1 

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS - OPERATIONAL. MEETINGS AND SECURITY 
3.0 Gerald D. FAHLANGER continues to be the Case Officer and handler of KDAFGHAN-1. He has met and could moet KDAFGHAN-2 in an emereency. The alternate Case Officer is Terence ἢ. SISTONE' |) who meets KDAFGNAN-] when FAHNLANGER is not avallable. Both Ι: FAHLANGER and SISTONE are known in alias, and both meet KDAFGHAN=-1 in a safehouse, Duting February 1971 the safehouse was changed. 

Continued....., 
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Meetings are generally held once a week. Nore “frequent contact can be made by telephone. For priority operational reportinis, 7 -KDAPGHAN-EL goes to a payphone in the area (there are several) 
“: and telephones the office, velaying the message. -| He identifies 

himsel£ bv fiver ware eniv, τὴν ἀπ enereoncy, anyone can call “KDAFGHAN 2 at his home and give him instructions, | phrased in weneral soctal conversation. The safehouse meetings are used to τὴς pass. to-KDAPGHUAN-L instructions, photoxzraphs or descriptions of “new KDACOUSTIC employees and new targets, gxoneral requirements ες ou the KDACOUSTIC installation, and of eourso all financial “matters.. KDAFGHAN-1 turns. over the weekly photographic product and logs. ‘He. takes’ this opportunity to ask for supplies (devel- = oping: fluid, etc), make his accountings, and discuss the tarot. ‘These. weekly moctings generally take from ono to τἴνο hours. 

᾿ς EXPANDED COVERAGE Ὁ ald. 
ar 4, During October, the C/TECH at the Station! entered the -  KDAFGHAN Baschouse, and installed a TV-monitor and! Robot camera. Essentially tho new Set-up was to expand KDAFGHAN=1's coverage to include the Consulate, in°addition to the Embassy front gate. The equipment was so placed that while watching the front gate, KDAFGHAN~1 could look through a monitor at the front gate of the Consulate and if he saw-someone of possible interest he pushed “a button and a pieture was snapped: At the same time, he monitored the front gate and took pictures and kept! his log. “This: double coverage Was rotained only tar. one month, The woo Station found that the take was marginal because there was no ὲ accompany ing -log,-and no way. of identifying any of the persons whose pictures were being taken. The current arrangement is that if the Station has an operational need for checking whether a particular pox Son visits the Consulate, we πο ἀν /KDAFGHAN-1 “in advance, providing hin a photograph and/or physical descriptio and then at the designated time he personally monitors the 
Consulate gate, while KDAFGHAN-2 handles the camera jon the main gate and log. This rarely occurs. We expect even'more traffic through the Consulate now that.within the past two weeks the 
Cultural Attache's office has again been moved to the second floor of the Consulate. Everyone soliciting propaganda, film, and.other types of information on PBRUNEN will be entering 
through the Consulate. . There has been no further action taken 
with regard to tying audio coverage at the front gate!into the 

. KDAFGHAN .Basechouse so that KDAFGUAN-1 might be in a better 
position to identify the persons going in and out ot ‘the Embassy . 
This is still a primary objective aimed at improving | the 

il KDAFGHAN end product. 

PRODUCTION = Ae 
5, Tne KDAFGHAN production has remained virtually constant. 

The main valuo of the production has been to establish a pattern 
of various employees, identify their anutosobdiles, obtain good 
photographs. Photographs of visiting PBRUMEN officials have 
also been of value occasionally when Headquarters is trying to 
make a positive identification. KDAFGHAN can provide current 
photographs: of ΤΟΥ͂ or transiting PBRUMEN Ofticials, and Head- 
quarters can often through its assets make positive identifi- 

Such a case was that in which KDAFGHAN photographs 
in HMMA-40241 | 

of 

ες vale 
Continued .j.j..... 

cations. 
‘were furnished Headquarters and | 
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COVER ἈΝῸ SECURETY ἡ ᾿Ξ 2 " | ; 

ὃ. There have been no, security problems ‘in the KDAFGHAN 
te operation during the period ofthis report. The safehouse was 

HE Ge Os ᾿ changed to dnerease security and for convenience. The C/TECH' 
visited the KDAFGHAN Baschouse to install tho TV monitor and), 

robot camera, - but this was done after dusk. ἐὸν 

; 1. ᾿Εἰϊδυ κόπον ‘contact dustructions have been arranged with 

KDAFGHAN-1. Anyone can contact KDAFGHAN-1 at anytime and anywhere 
- simply by saying. they are a friend of "Pape Sim6n". KDAFGHAN-1 
‘will reply, “1 haven't’ seen him since last Christmas". KDAFGIAN-1 
Speaks native es and cari d ‘prefers to speak that language. 

VFINANCES ST  , = a | 

: 8, The only change in the financial ‘commitments. under this 
project is tho change in rent. The old safehouse rent was- $72. 00 
per mouth. This’was through February 1971. . Beginning 1 March, the. 
new safehouse rent is $100.00 pox month. 

PLANS 

9. The Station is continuing to be alert for a new baséhouse 
which could provide better coverage. <As mentioned above, the | 
Station continues to be alert for ways to add audio coverage to 

the KDAF GHAN Basehouse, 

GO PE ok AE 
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SLIONION Operation Report for the Period June thro ΞΕ ΦΥῊΝ ἘΕΒΕΟΣΘΕΟΗΝ ΡΣ. 
ACTION REQUIRED . REFERENCES 

Reference: HMMA + 38996, 3 June 1970 

1 | 

le 
| 
t 

Ι 

' BACKGROUND 

rwith fixed photographic and physical surveiliance of the PBRUMEN Embassy and {6uS8uldate iii Mexico City. Fhe LIONION |. baschouse which covers the two targets is manned by LIONION-1 and 2.° The only change in the operation of this Project since 
the last quarterly orerational report forwarded in Reference 
dispatch, was LIONION-1's one month trip to Europe during ἐπ 
September. Ἷ ᾿ 

1, The LIONION Project continues to provide the Station 

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS - OPERATIONAL MEETINGS AND SECURITY. 
Η ἐνὶ 

2. Since the, departure of Andrew Ἐς PELLEMENT, LIONION?L and 2 have continued to be handled by Gerald PD, FAHLANGER, who is known to LIONION-1 in alias. Meetings are held in the ὁ 
LIONION-1 safehouse (some distance away from the basehouse) on 
a weekly basis, usually at 1730 on Fridays, At these meetings 
developed film, selected prints’ and LIONION-1's log are picked 
up from LIONION-1 and requirements are levied whenever applicable. 
If any outstanding requirements are pending, LIONION-1 submits 
his report during these meetings, ὁ 

Continued..., 
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MbnOUING COVERAGE “ : . . ἰ 

᾿ 3. The full potential of the LIONION-1 δὲ παΐ οὶ is 

hampered by the lack of an audio installation at the LIRING 
ἢ gatéhouse covered by the LIONION-1 and 2 observation post. Ὁ 

εἰσ An audio installag¢ion would serve, in most cases, to identify |: 
‘the individuals who are photographed by LIONION- - Since they 5 1! 
|, normally identify"themselves to the gpatehouse attendant. Tho 
{ Station is constantly. examining the possibility of an audio 
installation at this point. There are a number of Station assets 

ΠΕΣ have’ ‘eccasional access to the gatehouse, and it is conceivable 
“At that one.of: them could place a quick plant device, provided 
ol Security: ‘eonditions. are favorable. The Station- aasets who visit 

ἡ the LIRING complex approximately ‘once a week are LIRELEIC-13 τ 
LITAINT- εἰ μα Κα’ and “to a lesser extent LIBANGLE- ~1. Of this: 

group, utes -2 appearS”to Have gained the confidence among 44 
* “EERESG “personnel, :for whom he has. provided services and purchased 

with? “Station. assistance, clothing and other items outside Mexico, 
Prior. to. ‘making any installation, Βιατίου will submit an opera~ 

. tional plan for Headquarters- ‘approval. Station is also installing 
a ἵν camera monitor in the LIONION basehouse to cover the LIRING 
consulate, The installation will be coordinated with a robot. |i - 
photo camera so that photos can be taken of persons whom LIONION-1 

determines to be of Station interest. 

PRODUCTION 

. 4, The LIONION δέου σε δὴ ‘hae yemained virtually constant : 
since ‘the primary objectives of the installation seldom change. 
Except for specific individuals, as in the case of AVDIME-1, 
the general production material is similar to the contents of ° 
paragraph 4 of Reference. In view of this it would be redundant 

ie to repeat the entire paragraph. 

‘COVER AND SECURITY 

5. There were no security problems in the LIONION operation 
during the period of this report. The Case Officer visited the| | 
basehouse once during the hours of darkness. As reported pre-~ | 
viously, meetings. with LIONION-1 are held in his safehouse, 

which is.in another section of Mexico City. The question of ie 
’ AMCHAMPAGNE~-1's debriefing and the "vieja" the LIRING personnel |. 
told ANCHAMPAGNE-1 about is being covered in separate dispatch 

UMA 39604, 

FINANCES 

: 6. There were no changes in. the. projected LIONION expendi-= | 
tures reported in the paragraphs, under FINANCES, in Reference 

dispatch. 

PLANS 

7. .The objectives suevenea in paragraph 8, Reference, : 
continue in effect. Station is going ahead in the installation | | 

. of the TV monitoring system with accompanying robot photographic , 

camera in order to give a more complete Coverage of the LIRING: | ' 

consulate. 

] 

4 
1 
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{ 
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8... The Station is also examining the possibility of 

acquiring a second basehouse directly across! the street from). 

the LIRING gatehouse. There are two five story apartment. buildings 

which would provide a better view, of the LIRING complex from ιἃ ᾿ 

technical ἱρολπὶῖ of view, particularly if an apartment above the , 

third floor can be rented., The technical advantages would pro 

vide the observer a much closer view of the gatehouse, cand would 

provide. a more comprehensive: coverage of the LIRING internal | 

grounds ὁ The presi mt LIONION - -baschouse is a low three Stary 

building,’ from which itcis virtually: impossible to see the ee 

. routes “traveled by pe ersons who are escorted or directed from jone. 

οὐ bullding. to another. tf a Suitable apartment can be obtained in 

‘one of the -two buildings across. from the gatehouse, it: would be 

occupied by .a Station asset other than LIONION-1 and 2, and. 

compartmented ‘from the lntter two. In the event an apartment ‘can 

be located. and rented across from the gatehouse, the occupant | 

’ would. provide photographic and visual surveillance of the gatchouse 

‘and internai grounds. 
an 

+e 

9. The LIONIONS, if they stay where they are at, would then 

concentrate on the consulate and the very limited coverage of 

the internal LIRING grounds. However, if they can locate suitable 

quarters on the rear street perpendicular to the one on which 

the main gate is located, they ideally could cover the consulate 

as well-as a third, little known entrance into the LIRING compound 

which LITAINT-2 has reported being used by student visitors late 

at night, From the current LIONION basehouse, this” third entrance | 

cannot be seen at all. 

10. εὐπεῦεν; the Station continues to explore the possibility 
” 

of installing an audio device as mentioned in paragraph 3 above. 

eed Lh Fa ee Gao 

Gerald D. FAHLANGER / 

t 
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οὖς L. Reference asked -for the Station's comments on e oa. 
AMCHAMPAGNE-1's veference to "una vieja" monitoring the” ΝΠ 
activities of LIRING. The Station discussed with LIONION~2° 

‘herself whether she thought she might have been Singled out | 
by LIRING ov whether there wore any other people near by who | 
might have. been identified by LIRING as Ssnoopers., 

mal SA 8 52.°- While the Station does not rule out the fact LIONION-2 . 
may be suspect in the eyes ot LIRING, she does remember that 

‘PE. + LIRING~2 would Occasionally come out the main pate some months οἱ years ago, look across the street and point up to two apart. 
ment buildings there and shake his fist. On examination, thero | are two apartments directly across from the front gate, each - 

. « 6 floors high and with private apartments on each floor, 
eae LIONION~2 does not know if there are any "little old ladies" my 

_’esiding in any of them now (see para ὦ below) but none of these |! 
1 apartments have been vacated during the past Several years, ; Her, and the’ Station's Buess is that LINING probably suspects ; 

an occupant of these apartments as being the one monitoring the 
᾿ activities of LIRING personnel because of the strategic location 

of these buildings, The. LIONION basehouse is at the extreme other end of the block, across from the offices of LIRING-13, There is an old couple living in the house next ‘to LIONION, but the wife is considerably older than LIONION-2,° 
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᾿ 3. LIONION=1 was able to contribute further information, ‘7 He recalled witnessing an incident approximately in carly . "1968 which could possibly have been connected with AMCHAMPAGNE-1 's “una vieja” comment. An older woman living at that time in — 
: μ 

ἘΠ 

one of the apartments of para 2 above, conplained first to 
Ξ 

‘LIRING and ‘then notified the: police’ that LIRING vehicles blocked e 
contry to :-her driveway.;= The LIRING official denied that LIRING / if 

: vohicles ‘were involved but admitted the possibility that visitors: BS 
‘parked there occasionally. - This ‘beiniz the case, the LIRING 

j 
«ἢ Official claimed that. LIRING had no control over the situation, | “The woman was. later. observed by LIONION-I to tangle verbally ; several times with people who had parked: their ΧΕ ΠῚ “her driveway, ‘and crossed ‘the ‘street’on foot to the LIRING entrance, At the. very least, this ‘woman must have impressed LIRING personnel as a- harassing "busy body", and she would seem to be a strony candi- date. for the "vieja" of the ANCHAMPAGNE-1 report, — 

4. As far as the Station or LIONION-2 is aware, the LIRINGers have never. taker: any provocative action against LIONION baSehouse, Despite LIRING-2's occasional sestures of displeasure, LIRING seems to have accepted the fact there is probably visual sur- ‘voillance of their compound, : 
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Reference: —HMMV-17869 i 

BACKGROUND 

τ΄. The LIONION Project provides a fixod photographic sur-. . 
veillance. of LIRING and a base for the radio dispatéh of-the 
LIEMBRACE surveillance team when used in the vicinity. of LIRING. 
The basehouse is manned by. LIONION-1 and LIONION-2,. who have 
operated as a team against the LIRING target since 1960, | 

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 
=. Operational Meetings and Security. puring most of the 

reporting poviod LIONION-1 continued to he handled directly by 
Andrew Ἐν PELLEMENT, who is known to LIONION-1 in alias.’ Regular 
meetings were held on an averave of once a week to discuss. the ° 
week's production with additional meetings held as required. 
In January 1970, Station had LIONION-1 change safchouses for 
meetings with Station officers. He moved from one apartment used 
for this purpose to another similarly priced anartment. This) move 
was made for. the sake of convenience, since the first apartment 
‘was in a congested area. . A one-year lease was signed by LIONION-1 
in alias, and no co-Signer was required. LIONION-1 uses the 
apartment evenines and weekends to add credence to the tact that 
he lives out-of-town and waintains this small apartment in Mexico 

City for use during his frequent visits. Following PELLEMENT's 
departure in Tate May, Gerald Ὁ. FAHLANGER, known to LIONION.-1 
in alias assumed responsibility for the LIONION Project and, meets 
remularly with LIONION-1. Nadine B. SCOCOZZA, known to LIONION-~1 
‘by true first name only, also occasionally meets with LIONION-1 to 
discuss personality information on LIRINGers on whom SCOCOZZA is 
making studies. . : ἢ 
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3. Improving ‘Photographic Coveraze. The lack of conplemen- 
tary audio covevage continues to Linit the effectiveness of the 
LIONION photo production li the sense of identify tng LIRING 
Anstallation visitors. -The. Station is presently re-examining the 
various points of view which the LIONION bauschouse “provides of 
LIRENG in order to determine what steps can be, taken to improve 
the usefulness of the LIONION product.) From the window in the 
room where the pulse. camera was previously. installed, an excellent 

view cait'be obtained of the LIRING garden and walkways between 
the three: LIRING bulldings. (in addition to the LIRING Consulate), 
By having LIONION+1. .temporarily-. leave coveraye of the main entrance 
from'time to tim dvhaving him, on a.spotcheck basis, view the 

: garden: area, the Station hopes. to uate its information on the 
τς | Vocations of. (LIRINGer’ ffices, their general patterns of: move- 

“mént ‘and: activity, © etey “LIONION-1 will be assigned coverage of 
this interior area of -LIRING at. different times of the day'and 

evening to see which rooms.are used at night, which appear to be 
living quarters at present, etc. After a trial: period ‘of about 

one: month,..the results ‘of. thig new coverage will be analyzed in 
order to determine thé value of the information already collected, 

- and whether this additional. coverage is worth the effort aud the 
time ‘taken away from the main éntrance coverage. ι 

PRODUCTION | fe Τὴ 
4, The LIONION Production for the reporting period, 1. 

February through 31 May 1970, consisted almost entirely of photo-- 
graphic coverage of visitors to the LIRING matin entrance and logs 
of movement of LIRING personnel and visitors This proved very 

“useful in identifying new LIRING PCS enployees in Mexico, obtaining 
photographs of them, and taking up-to-date photos. of other = : 
employces. This monitoring also revealed which cars the various 
employees usually drive, and the license plates of cach. Based 
on LIONION's log some information was obtained on the pattern of 
these employees. This latter information is limited since the 
employces often arrive and depart at different hours and often 
switch cars. When this happens at dusk or evenings, it 15 impos-_ 

sible to identify the driver or passenger. | ; 

LIONION-1 also took pictures of what appear to be Amexican 
visitors to the front gate. In the case ΟΥ̓ Americans whe arrived 

in automoblles bearing U.S. license blates, the license plate 
numbers, car description, and sterile copies of Breen eT ena were 
given LNERGO for identification, 

The Station weliteed LIONION-1 photographic coverage and his 
log to check on the reports of Station assets who claim to visit 
LIRING. Tn the case of some assets LIONION-1 was given a photo- 
graph of the agent and told to be particularly alert at certain 
times of certain days to confirm the agent’s entry, exit, etc. 
This proved particularly useful in checking AVDIME-L's story. of 
contact with LIRING and confirmed LIRELIC-~1's visits to LIRING 

at an early stage in’ our recontact with LIRELIC-1. 

εἰ The lack of sie coer oonde coverare of the LIRING Consulate 

has meant that the Station has been unable to check whether cer 

tain groups of special interest, such as the Dominican exiles, 

Jamaicans, etc., went to the'Consulate for visas. Through LIENVOY | 

however, the Station obtains information on many of the? persons 

or groups who are applying for visas, aud from the manifests the 

Station knows who -actually obtains visas and travels to PBRUMEN. 

In the case.of-a critical situation and with advance notice, 

LIONION~1 can always be asked to give close visual coverage of the 
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Consulate or Gatehouse, whichever is more logical, and report - immediately to the Station by phone on certain Eroups or visitors, 
©. COVER AND SECURITY “°° <2, eer a 

5.. There havs toon no GevCiopments either during the period - of this report or during the Project Year which have affected the security of the LIONION Operation, Duc to the proximity of the LIONION basehouse to LERUNG, care has been taken to limit the numberof visits by Station officers, When such visits are necessar LIONION-1 meets the Station ‘officer outside the LIRING area and - dvivés him back. ‘to the basehouse in LIONION-1's own car. The base- “house has.'a driveway. of f ‘the street entrance-way, which facilitates + entry, during. non-daylight hours without being seen from the LIRING _ Complex. During the. Project. Yéar, - Station officers entered the . basehouse on only three occasions, PELLENENT twice, and Station εν WOACRE technician, Walter Ἃς CORNBURY, - once, Regular meetings with 

—_—_T 

LIONION-1 are conducted in the safesite described in paragraph 2. During the Project Year, following the demise of the LISAMPAN opera~ _tion and the pulse camera production, all extraneous material, both electronic and photographic, was removed from the basehouso,. over & period of time, in order to limit the amount of compromising. - . . material located in the basehouse, 

- FINANCES 

6. During the reporting period, routine LIONION expenditures amounted to 51, 872,00. 05}, and no unanticipated expenditures were made. The anticipated expense total for the Project year will be $10,645.00, which is less than. the approved figure of $11,994, An unknown portion of the difference is absorbed by Headquarters fund- ing of LIONION photographic supplies received through WOCACRE Channel 

ἢ. The following is a breakdown of anticipated expenditures ‘for the LIONION Project for FY-71 as compared with the approved 
costs for FY-70: 

Salaries: gue gs FY 1970 FY 1971 

LIONION-1 ὃς 4,800 | 4,800 

LIONION-2 1,920 1,920 

Xmas bonuses , 560 ane: 560 

Rents: 

LIONION Basehouse (observation post) 1,200 1,200 | 

LIONION Safehouse (for mectings 864° 864 
: with 070) 

‘i 

Utilities for both 500 - 500 
' Operational Expenses: 

Film ἜΣ ; 1,000 1,000 

Paper : " ' 450 450 

Chemicals — Sa . 300 300° 

Miscellaneous: 

Operational 150 150 

Special Gift to LIONION-1* vy 250 ____ 250 
: ‘TOTAL 11 0994 11. 11 
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* As reported in.the last Progress Report (HMMA-3848S), the 
Station paid LIONION-1 $250.00 USD in January .1970 to cover the 
unexpected medical expenses of LIONION-?. This sum had originally © 
been intended as the second of two installments to compensate 
LIONION-1 for cutting his. long overdue vacation trip to Eyrope 

- from one month to two weeks in early summer of 1969. Reinstate- 
_ ment .of this. payment in the FY-71 budget is requested (and is 

“actually in lieu of a salary increase), 

“PLANS. Ὁ 

. 78. AS discussed above, the Station plans to continue using 

' the LIONION Base as a collection point for background information 

‘on LIRING and its employees, to assist the Section in target 

‘analysis work, The Station is trying to collect information on 

. Bix major target. personnél (i.e. LIRING officers), and in order 

c.cto properly asséss' the personnel selected, and try to recruit and 
o> pun-access agents ‘against: them, additional information is needed - 

on their pattern.of ‘activity, friends, contacts, work habits, etc. 

It is hoped that LIONION-1 will be able to make ἃ worthwhile con- 

tribution*to this effort. At the same time, he will be asked to 

remain alert for any visitors of possible interest (Americans, 

students; etc.)..The next step in the Station's over-all plan will 

‘be to assess LIONION-1's ability to observe and draw appropriate 

conclusions: from his observations, and write these up for the 

Station. The Station will also try to find some formula for per- 

mitting LIONION-1 and 2 to continue photographic coverage, but 

perhaps on a more limited basis than in the past, and. at. the same 

’ time continue their target analysis work. 

Although not pjanned for the immediate future and dependent 

τατος ΟἿ πο need for Consulate coverage, the Station still may wish 

to install a TV monitoring system on the Consulate as well as 

live, manual camera coverage of the main entrance. This feature 

was discussed in the previous LIONION operational report. 

{ ‘ or/Horace Ἐν. PRALLETT 
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Reference: HMMA - 38073, 7 November 1969 

BACKGROUND 

1. The LIONION Project: provides a fixed photographic sur- 
veillance of LIRING and a base for the radio dispatch of the LIEMBRACE 
surveillance team. The basehouse is-manned by LIONION-1 and LIONION-2, 
who have operated as a team against the LIRING target. for more: than 
six years. : 

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 
πα --ς ee eee ae eam τος -. 

continued to be handled directly by Andrew E. PELLEMENT. Regular 
meetings were held on an average of once a week with additional 

. meetings held as required to answer short suspense requirements. 

3. Photographic. | There was no significant,change in. the 
photographic coverage of LIRING during the reporting period. The 

subject of a replacement for the pulse camera.coverage of the Consu~- 

late was discussed with the MKSPICE technicians who visited the. 

‘Station in November 1969. They agreed with the Station that photo- 

graphic coverage of the Consulate could be managed through the 

installation of a closed circuit television system with a remote 

controlled Robot camera coaxially mounted. ‘The TV monitor and remote 

control trigger would be located in the same room from which LIONION-1 

regularly covers the LIRING main gate. LIONION-1 coula thus check 

the TV monitor, see if targets of interest appeared on the TV screen 

and use the remote controlled camera τὸ take only those pictures 

which he considered of value. While the Station agrees that this 
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system should provide eee photegrachic coverage of the Consulate 
resulting in a manageable number cf additional ‘photographs the 
Station has ie Laye cd installation af this system pending. improvement 
in the Station's: cabiltty to identify the subjeets of LIONTON-1's 
photography. ‘The “Station does not wish to increase the number of 
photographs 1 a significant portion - of them cannot be identified. 

ἐς Audio 9 Requirements for LIQNION. As note 3 Ἔ 
los of LISAMPANS, DOG caused a noticeable (po secon An, ve terstes,, ἘΜ 
ability to identify the ‘LIRING visitors -photoyraphed by LIONION-1. 
Station studies of the LIENVOY coverage have shown that, LIE ENVOY 
coverage alone ‘is. not sufficient’ to significantly increase the 
identification process.. even.if this coverage was furnished: live, to 
LIONION-2. The. Statién has: recently received additional. ‘information 

. concerning’ the interior communications system of LIRING and θ᾽ 
‘presently taking a study ὍΣ this matter. This subject will be dis~ 
Statio with Cedric. B. -REDINBATT during his FOERUCOMENE ΤΟΥ͂ to the . 

ation. 

PRODUCTION 

: Se while the Station continued to be seriously hindered in 
its identification of LIRING visiters during the reporting period 
‘for lack of a suitable replacement for LISAMPAN/DOG, the Station 
was able to verify visits of LITAINT=-2 and other agents to LIRING 
on different occasions. LIONION-1 is aiding the Station in the 
identification of new pcs LIRING personnel, Through LIENVOY and 

‘LIFEAT, woe are aware that LIRING is going through a period of 
numerous personnel changes, ‘the extent of which has yet.to be deter+ 
mined. LIONION-L's photographs and sersonal observation has greatly 
aided in determining which persons are visitors and which appear 
to have arrived PCS. Some functional identification of new personnel 

_ has already been made hased on LION{ION-1's reports on the people 
with whom the new employees usually associate. Increasing use was 

"made of LIONION=1 to dispatch the LIEMBRACE team during the reporting 

- period. Except for a period of’ about one month when the dispatch 

radio was out. of commission, LIONION-1 has dispatched the team on 

“an average of once a week in support of the Station's attempt to 

learn the new addresses of LIRING personnel, and learn more about 

the off duty ἈΘΟΌΙΝΣΡΕΘΘ of personne! considered of priority interest 

“in LERING. 

“SECURITY 

6. There were no developments affecting the ecoueiee of the 
LIONION operation during the reporting period. 

FINANCES 

7. During the reporting peried, routine LIONION expenditures 

amounted to $4270.00 USD. In early December 1969, LIONION-2 
suffered a serious accidental fali while at home in the basehouse. 
Due to her age, LIONION-1 sent.her to San Antonio for a complete 

medical examination. The doctors found her in good health for ner . 

age and she is now feeling fine. Instead of giving LIONION-1 the 

loan che requested in order to cover the cost of the trip, the Station 

gave him the one-time gift programmed in the FY-70 LIONION budget 

of $250.00 USD. This. money had originally been programmed to 

xeimburse LIONION-1 for the additional cost involved in deferring. 

half of his planned one month vacatioa to Europe in summer 1969 

until 1970, LIONION-1 had not had a regular vacation in more than 

five years, and the Station felt that while he was certainly entitled 

to the month's time, we could not cicose the LIONION operation for 

that period of time. Although no conmitment has been mace to 
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LIONION-1, the ‘Sea DOH will recommend that the FY-71 ase ἀξ δ 
another gift of $250.00 USD to defray part of the expense of the air 
‘fare.on the second part of his vacation. The matter of future medical 
expenses was discussed with LIONEON-1 and he said that should there 
be additional exporses for LYONION-2 in the ‘Suture which he cannot pay 
fro his ‘own budget, then he will ask his two ‘brethers who have respon- 

κι Ν Sible jobs in. WOLADY: for assistance. LIONION-1 felt that since sho 
me oe lives with him) - dito was: his: responsibility to pay the first medical 

yo ἀκ 0} expenses. of LIUNION-2 which ‘have,occurred for a considerable period 
δ τς εὐ ΓΕ of time. . PELLEMENT ‘informed LIONION-1 that duc τὸ the age of LIONION=-2 

; “of the Station cannot assume ‘responsibility. for, her medical expenses 
ες which could continue to rise in coming years. ‘LIONION-1 said he 
understood. this: ‘and. was very Erateryy τὸ ἈΝΒΟΓΟΚ for helping this one. 

re. ere _ time. 

. PLANS 

Bhp of te ἘΝ 8. | AS ‘discussed dhoves the Station's mae plans for the. LIONION 
Project. during the first three months of Cy-70 will .be to increase 

1. our ability “to identify the LIONION photographic product. Station 
-recommendations for improvement in this field will be forwarded 

εἰς | promptly when a “feasible program has been found. The Station will 
aie continue to usc LIONION-1 τὸ dispatch the LIEMNBRACE team. The immediate 
-"1 goals are to identify the residences of the new LIRING personnel when - 

; unable to do so through ‘more passive means, and to continue surveillance 
τ ᾧ for different lengths of timo on different days against priority LIRING 

4 or νῦν ὁ targets with the hope that by determining their patterns of activity, 
the Station will be able to improve ats access to them and the LIRING 
target. 
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Action Required: None, FYI 

BACKGROUND 

1. The LIONION Project provides a. fixed photographic sur= velllance of LIRING and a base for the radio dispatch of the LIEMBRACE Surveillance team, The basehouse is manned by LIONION-] 
and LIONION-2, who have Operated as a team ayainst the LIRING target for more than Six yoars, 

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS Se EM BN TS 

2. Operational Meetings. LIONION-1 and the undersigned con- tinued to meet at least once each week to exchange the results of the week's activity and to discuss new requirements, Additional meetings were held, as required, to levy new requirements which uw had a short suspense time. LIONION-1 usually provided the answers to these short Suspense requirements by telephone using a prearranged code, — 

35 Photographic, There was no Significant change in tho photographic coverage of LIRING during: the reporting period except that the pulse camera coverage of the Consulate terminated in October (see paragraph. 8), 

4. Audio Reguirements for LIONION, Station review of the LIONION product subsequent to the Loss of LISAMPAN/DOG in early May 1969, shows a Significant decrease in LIONION-1's ability to identify LIRING visitors. Relying on his memory of persons pre- viously identified, LIONION-1 is able to identify routine visitors, but now he has no way ΟΥ̓ identifying new visitors. For this reason, the Station is presently assessing the possibility of providing LIONION-1 with a straight tap of the former LISAMPAN/DOG line, 
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’ LEONTON-1 would live-monitor this line and use it to aid‘in identifying LIRING visitors. Pased on prior experience with the LISAMPAN/DOG. It is known that LERING visitors are frequently wnnounced by telephone to LIRING officers insidd. For security reasons, we do not wish ‘wo tap the line from the street box and run it directly to the LIONIOS LP, but we are presently deter mining the. feasibility of tapping the line from ‘the central .frame and running bt from there to the LP. The risk in this vo! cause is considerably, reduced since there is no direct’ connection . ' between LIRING and: LIONION-1, and LIFEAT experience has' deter= -mined that any phone company employee who discovers the well disguised tap will. think tt was done by the Mexican Government, and will-not report it to anyone. Further information on this - τὴς ‘matter will be. forwarded upon completion of the casing by οὖς LEFEUD-2. Routine telephone company repairs in the area of the: LP have. delayed the casing of the area, but this will be done once repairs are completed. ΝΕ : i 

PRODUCTION | 

_5.°: AS. reported above, -the Station was seriously hindered in. identifying LIRING Visitors during the reporting period due to the absence of audio as.a complement to the LLONLON photogra- phic product. Thus there was little development of information regarding new visitors to LIRING.-” Utilization of the LIONION product during the reporting period was primarily confined to confirming whether or not -LIRING officials wore at LIRING when , ον their presence was reported elsewhere. LIONION-1 verified that wwe LETAINT#2 did visit LIRING at the time when he reported having . a conversation with LIRING-2. and LIONION-1 verified that they loft LERING at the hour stated by LITAINT-2. LINACK-8 was -- subsequently able to verify their arrival at LIRING-2's residence. |] —_ Move recently, LIONION-1i was queried regarding the presence or 74" absence of LIRING-25 in response to certain reports that LIRING=25 had returned to Mexico City. LIONION-1 reported that he had not seen LIRING-25 for about six wecks. Utilization of the LIONION product was further hindered by the absence of any full- time Intelligence Assistant for the. Station PBRUMEN Section i during most of the reporting period. There was, thus, no one to analyze the weekly product, or resolve possible leads to the identity of LIRING visitors, Paragraphs 8 and 9 below discuss current efforts to make better use of this product. 

SECURITY 

6. There were no developments affecting the security of the LIONION operation during the reporting period, a 

FINANCES . 

7. During the reporting period, routine LIONION expendi- ‘ tures amounted to $1,714.85 USD. No additional expenditures ; were made... 
, 

PLANS 

8. In addition to the. audio coverare discussed in para- graph 4 above, the Station is also considering the installation 
of closed circuit television coverage of the LIRING Consulate, previously covered by the pulse camera, Per DIRECTOR 46064, 
pulse camera coverage was terminated on 20 October 1969. It is hoped that a satisfactory system can be arranged whereby LIONION-1 
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while conulinuinge his live coverage of the main entrance, can mouitor the activity of tlhe Consulate on a TV monitor and take pictures by .reméte. control’ when a-target of interest appears. For this purpose-a regular 35 mm camera with telefoto lens would -be mounted in paraltel to the TV camera, ‘The interaction between the two-cameras would prodtce a manageable amount of photographs which, it is hoped, can be ddentkfled by LIONION-L- from the audio take which, will compliment the. operation. Detailed Station plans .. for| beta the αι tion of audio and television coverage of LIRING - will be the slibject’ of .a separate dispatch as soon as specific plans have been: prepared “and ‘sufficient casing accomplished. 

: “9. In addition to planning ain increase in the technical Capability of LIONION-1, the Station plans to utilize Nadine B. τι “SCOCOZZA, the. -PBRUMEN Section's new Intelligence Assistant, to .. "actively pursue the leads ‘developed by the LIONION operation, By using ‘the Station capability: to resolve license plates, tele~ οὖς phone ‘uumbers,. to conduct pretense investigations, and surveillance, . -4d¢ is hoped to develop leads to new access agents to.LIRING. Once certain targets have, been spotted and identified, and available - -backyround information fathered to form a preliminary assessment as to their suitability” for approach, it is planned to furnish. these _ leads to Henry J..SLOMAN“aind other Station case officers for sub-. sequent development and possible recruitment. 
\ 
\ 
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Hr (012), τ νει, τευ δι νος τὸν πος. τς AC HON BIGUIBED . REEET ECE 

Action Required: FYI 

. 1, When Waltor Ἡν CORNBURY was at Headquarters on hig. 
- Medical TDY, ho raised the question of replacing the LIONION: . Pulso Camera with closed circuit TV, This would enable 
LIONION/1 to monitor the Consulate at the same time he was © ‘7 <. maintaining his coverage at the main gate. CORNBURY advised “O°. that the equipment wag available at WOACRE and that it could’ - be shipped down and tried on an experimental bagis. — oy 

2, We advised CORNBURY that basically we had no objection to the proposal. We commented however, that the final decision ~ On the matter rested with the Station and that he should take up 
“the matter with the Station upon his return, - 

‘3. The foregoing in no way effects the pmyious authoriz d removal of the LI NION Pulse Camera, ᾿ ae i ὧν 
Kenneth G, FURNELL 
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LIONION 

REFS: A, DIRECTOR « 2756* 

B. MEXICO erry i677 (IN 64688) ** 

1, APPROVED PARA ONE REQUEST REF B. _ . ¢ 

aon FILE: 30-612 2/3. 

ΝΕ 5 END OF MESSAGE : 
a to = ᾿ ἢ ; 

’ WH Comment :*A. Approved removal of LIONION Pulse camera provided 
replaced by full time separate operator for Con~. 
sulate coverage, 

wKB., Request authority remove without promising to provide. 
full time separate operator. LIONION will cov r on 
Rete es ve basis both. Eubaeey be itl 

Din re ed | 
William V. Broe [δ Copy 
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S£ CR ET 1401032 OCT 69 CITE MEXICO CITY 1677 a > AO 
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DIRECTOR "ἢ τὴ Ἴ 

(τοντοι > 

REF DIRECTOR 42756 ; 

1. REQUEST AUTHORITY REMOVE LIONTON PULSE CAMERA WITHOUT 

PROMISING PROVIDE FULL-TIME "SEPARATE OPERATOR” FOR CONSULATE 

COVERAGE (MENTIONED REF) AS CONDITION OF REMOVAL. IT HAS BEEN 

AND REMAINS OUR INTENT THAT ONE OPERATOR ONLY, LIONION-1, 

NORMALLY COVER ON SELECTIVE BASIS BOTH PBRUMEN EMBASSY ENTRANCES 

WITH MANUAL CAMERA, MOVING FROM GATEHOUSE TO CONSULATE VANTAGE 

POINTS WITHIN OP APARTMENT AS NEEDED. BASED PAST EXPERIENCE, 

MAIN EMPHASIS WILL CONTINUE BE ON GATEHOUSE. 

2. PERHAPS CONFUSION RE NUMBER CAMERA OPERATORS ΠΣ BY 

LIONION-2 PRESENCE IN APARTMENT, TO CLEAR UP ANY POSSIBLE WRONG 

IMPRESSION, SEH TOO OLD AND HAS RATHER POOR EYESIGHT TO BE FULL - 

TIME “SEPARATE OPERATOR”, ALTHOUGH SHE CAN HELP OUT IN PINCH WITH 

CAMERA WHEN LIONION= 1 NOT THERE OR VERY RARE OCCASION WHEN 

SIMULTANEOUS COVERAGE NEEDED. ᾿ 

ὅ. THUS, RESTATING REQUEST IN SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT TERMS, ΄σ: hen" : : et 

We yeen TERMINATE PULSE CAMERA AND CONTINUE BANNED COVERAGE USING (2 
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ΟἽΠΟΝΊΟΝ .) ; 

᾿ REFS: A. DIRECTOR 36226 

ἢ B. MEXICO CITY 1393 (IN 43570) 

| 1, ACCORDING TO RAULERSON, STATION PLANS SUPPLANT LIONION | 
a wh CLV Ihc so he ΘΏΣ, 

PULSE CAMERA COVERAGE CONSULATE ΠΗ MANNED CAMERA COVEKAGER τσΣ 

|‘ SIMILAR LIONION/1 OF MAIN GATE, ON THIS BASIS STATION AUTHORIZED. 

REMOVE LIONION PULSE. CAMERA, 

2. PLEASE ADVISE. τ᾿ 

3. FILE; 50-6~122/3. 

END OF MESSAGE 
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3. The LIONION pulse canera wan discussed. I related. to the section the story of the Bureauts involvenent or | Possible utilization in’ the take that was realized ἔχοι. ἐπ pulse camera, The Station, hovevey, δία that ἃ hand canera manned by an agent would provide tho sane function with nore Cetalled information and would be much less contly. Ac~ cordingly, Headquarters will send a cable to Mexico City concurring with their propesal to. terminate the LIONION aa - pulse cancra operation. The LIONION operation ig handled by al  Cybulski, oe ; He 

18. Photo Surveillance. The manual canera ν11} reetin in the LIONION safchouse to cover the Embassy entrance; a seaund cAnora hanaled Oy AN δος wall ree place the pulss canova covering the Consulate entrance. The Statiouw plaus also thvough liaison both in Veracruz ; and Merida to do sone spot Photography for short perlods : of tine for identification purposes, 

“ (SOURCE: RAWLERSON'S TDY Notes - September 1969; 
File: 50-120-13) ᾿ 
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5 ECRET 1300112 SEP §9 CITE MEXICO CITY, 1393 toe 

7 DIRECTOR οι ἢ : : 
¢ LION ION ) ᾿ ἯΝ ae 

REF DIRECTOR 36226 . Π" oe m49570 Is FOLL INFO IN REPLY REF: | 
“As IT NOT PRESENTLY POSSIBLE HAVE LIONION-1 COVER BOTH. 

‘MAIN TARGET. AND CONSULATE DUE PRESENCE PULSE CaRFea auD MANNER 
IN WHICH WINDOW MASKED. -VERE PULSE CAMERA REMOVED CONSULATE. 
1S FROY ROOM ADJACENT TO ROOM FROM YHICH MAIN TARGET COVERED, — 
IT IMPOSSIBLE HAVE LIONION-1 SIMULTANEOUSLY COVER BOTH TARGETS 

Md B. AS MATTER REGUASR PRACTIVE, LIONION=1 TAXES PHOTOS [ay C_| 
ALL PERSONS OF INTEREST WHO GO FROY MAIN GATE TO consuLate., . [ἘΞ 

_ PHOTO COVERAGE IS FROM NAIN GATE VANTAGE POINT. LIONION=1 a 
| UNABLE SEE THEM ENTER/DEPART CONSULATE, Dae tate 
Gs SINCE LIONION-2 HAS ΝΟῚ PHYSICALLY COVESSD consuLare |FE™ Ὸ TARGET FOR PROLONGED PERIOD IN SOME TINE, IT NOT 3 POSSIBLE GIVE wets | FIRM PERCENTAGE OF CONSULATE VISITERS PHOTOGRAPHED ΒΥ LIOKION=1, 
BUT IT STATION FEELING MOST FiRST TIME VISITORS δὴ Ty MAIN. GATE >: 

«Ὁ FIRST, THINKING IS ENTRANCE ΤΌ BOTH CONSULATE AND ruBassé, THEY 
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ACTION 66. 
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THEN SENT FROM MAIN GATE TO CONSULATE. ONLY REGULAR VISITORS. 

USUALLY “AWARE LOCATION CONSULAR ENTRANCE. ACCORDING LIEMVOY, 

IT HOT REGULAR PRACTICE EMBASSY/CONSULATE OFFICERS INSTRUCT 

VISITORS LOCATION THIS ENTRANCE.. 

2. ONCE PULSE CAMERA (WHICH VERY BULY ITEM) REMOVED, 

STATION PLANS EXPLORE DIFFERENT MEANS AUGMENTING LIONION-1 

ABILITY COVER CONSULATE WITHOUT SERIOUSLY DETRACTING FRO% PRESENT 

VALUABLE GATEHOUSE COVERAGE, WILL ADVISE-FURTHER THIS ΡΟΊΒῚ WHEW 

STUDY COMPLETED.. τ εἰν 

3. FILE 50-6-122/3. 
SE CRE T | 
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5 Ε CR ET 0722472 AUG 69 CITE MEXICO CITY 1152 . 

DIRECTOR Jhon 18170 

LIONTON 

1. IN ATTEMPT ELIMINATE MARGINAL OPS, STATION INTENDS | 

TERMINATE LIONION-1 PULSE CAMERA COVERAGE EFFECTIVE 1 SEPTENRER 

UNLESS H@S INDICATES IT CONSIDERS PRODUCT OF SUFFICIENT VALUE. 

TO WARRANT RETENTION. .STATION PRESENTLY OBTAINS MANY PICTURES 

‘OF LIRING CONSULATE VISITORS SINCE MOST FIRST-TIME LIRING VISTTORS 

TRY ENTER THROUGH MAIN GATE WHICH PRINARY TARGET LIONION PHOTO 

COVERAGE. ALSO MANY CONSULATE VISITORS LATER PHOTOGRAPHED AT. 

AIRPORT. IT NOT POSSIBLE HAVE LIONION-1 COVER BOTH ENTRAIICES 

’ SIMULTANEOUSLY, BUT HE ABLE MOVE EQUIPMENT TO COVER CONSULATE UF 

NEED ARLSES gn 

2! FILE 50-6-122/3. Ὁ 
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SECRET z : HATED FOR mDLEING 

NO INDUUNG ΤΙ 

OMT QUALITUD DESH 
CAN JUDGE INDELING i 

ob ᾿ | leo Chief of Station, Mexico City” wait" PERUNEN LOS 10%, Operat long oo a LIONION Progress Report, 1 April through 30 June 1969 ΄. =i ATT ne ard EE OU EH 50 June 1969 

: Fed ROTTS i ite ee ec te eerste natn 

Action Required: Comments, paragraph 6b 

Referenco : HMSA-37024, 25 april 1969 

BACKGROUND 

1. The LIONION Project provides a fixed photographie Survelllance of LIRISG and Ὁ base for the radio dispatch of the LIEMBRACE surveillance team. The baschouse is manned by LIONION-1 and LION{ON-2, who have Operated as a team against the LIRING target for more than six years, 

. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS ene . 
' 2. Operational Meetings, LIONION-1 and the undersigned meet at least once each week to exchange the results of the ‘Week's activity and new requirements, Additional meetings are held on the average of twice a month to levy special requirements, The answers to these and other regular require~ ments are frequently reported to the Station by LIONION-1 telephonically using ἃ prearranged code, 

Continued.......e.yecccs scene, 
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3. Photographic. Rewular photographic coverage 

ὉΠ the day, the responsibti 

ἂν 

“be Allowed to” take- 

LIRING during the reporting period, 

is already nonitored by LIENVO . 

routine of the targel.LIRING stafters, 

pA Sp Tet ees , Ϊ CLASSIFICATION ri ; 

898. use previous E0imON. ἢ SECRET if x! 
, = ΕΝ : ‘ i Lib continues 

a 

. 

waS:-to determine whether continued recording by either 
‘LISAMPAN=1 or LIONION-1 would be merited by the information ἡ obtained. As previously reported (MEXICO CITY-0191 and -HMMA=37166), LISAMPAN DOG was lost on either 6 or 7 May 1969.5 AS a result, LIONION-T"hes received no audio since his return from Europe on 25 May 1969. After the loss of LISAMPAN/NDOG, the Station considereu running a straight tap to the LIONION=-1 baschouse, but decided that the security risk was too great, particularly in view of the fact. that the target LIRING line 

UR AESIPICAT iT “SIGMA CH ST MDOL AND NOMUE CONTINUATION OF 
Ε ΟὨΙΒΡΆΤΟΝ S$ BCRET 1 LAA ὁ S7510 

of LIRING was suspended from 4 through 25 May 1969, during which period LUONTON-1 took a vacation in Europe. Sineé he had not had a regular vacation in more than five years, and because the nature of his werk requires him to remain behind the camera ἀπ a small closet fn the baschouse, the Station! considered it important that he leave his-work and rel - awhile, . LIONION-i originally requested a fiveeweck vacation, which the Station would have willingly granted if the LIONION operation could have been continued during that period |by 

hax for 

*. Someone else: but LIONION~1 reported that, while his mother: . Was uble to take. his place for short periods of time during. 
ity and long hours would be too much ἴον. ἃ person of her age and bad eyesight for an extended period of time. The Station considered it unwise to have a Substitute ἀκ over during LIONION-1's absence. He agreed ito take a three-week tour of Europe this year, and he will 

; ther three weeks. next year if ho wishes. Station financial assistance to LIONION-1 to aid in defray ting the cost ofa second air flight to Europe is discussed under . FINANCES below. Emeiyency contact arrangemcnuts were made between LIONION-2 and. the undersigned to pass any priority requirements which night arise during LIONION-1's absence,. LIONION-2. remained at the Listening Post during the entire period in order not to leave ‘the basehouse equipment unguarded, Excépt for the Lack of coverage during these two weeks, ‘there were no Significant changes in the photographic coverage of 

4. Audio - LISAYPAN/DOG, As reported in paragraph, D2 of reference, LIONION-1 Live-monitored the LISAMPAN/DOG ; a.tvaffie from 0800 -t5.1750 nours daily. When he left for! “ Europe on 4 May 1962, the carrier current transmission of this _fraffic. from LISAMPAN"LISASH to the LIONION-1 basehouse discontinued. [t was decided to let LISAMPAN~1 record various portions of this traffic during the two-week absence of |. LIONION-1 for evaluation by Richard C.“HABOUSH, The purpose 

was 

ee 

i 

; 5. Miscellaneous. During the Station's casing of the | “residence of Chief, LIRING in May and June 1969° to determine the feasibility of mounting an audio operation against that target, LIONION-1 extended his coverage of the LIRING target beyond his usual closing hour of 1730 until 0130, The purpose of this extended coverage was to monitor the activities of certain LIRING personnel and establish their routine pattern of activity in preparation for a possible entry into Chiez, _ LIRING'S residence, _This casing was discontinued on 4 June 
when it was determined that the residence was under apparent 
protective surveillance. The duration of the extended coverage ~ by LIONION~1 was not long enough to establish: the regular 

i 
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PRODUCTION | Fw Ὁ 
6. Photographic, ᾿ ᾿ ΟΝ SS kbs 7 5 

‘i fy 
au. In line with the Station's desire to stress Quaiicvy over quantity, the Statistical breakdown: Of the LIONION photographic production has been discGutinued. Production during May dropped notice- ably due to LIONION-l's European vacation, Photo- | . “graphic, production is usually greatost on the days - of flights-arriving from PBRUMEN, - 

iste : ᾿ . δι 
_b... The Station is unaware of the use made by . Headquarters of the film from the pulse camera which is regularly. forwarded by the Station, While the | cost of this -operation is minimal, and it requires only''n limited expenditure of time on the part οὗ .LIONION=1 and Station personnel, the presence of the — pulse: camera itself is a problem... As Headquarters | τ ds aware, it is large and difficult to disassemble, . Subsequent to the loss of LISAMPAN adic operations, . ‘the Stution removed all audio equipment and associated WOACRE material from the LIONION-1 basehouse, leaving him only with commercial photographic equipment, | The one exception to this ks the pulse camera, The Station would apprectate Headquarters' comments on |: ‘the use and value of the take from the pulse camera, ' | 

{ 

' 

SECURITY 
: τον ἐν ete : ἤθη . 7. The only incident during the recording period which ‘had a bearing on-the security of the LIONION operation was the loss of LISAMPAN/DOG, As far as the Station can detérmine, ‘the carrier current transmitter was not in operation at ithe time the countermeasure sweeps were being conducted in the. _Vicinity of DOG. Since. this was the only connection between _ LIONION and LISAMPAN, the Station does not feel that LIONION could have “been compromised. ..The entire question of the’ damage ‘resulting from the. loss of the ‘LISAMPAN operations is under Study and will shortly be. the subject of a separate dispatch, 

er 
; | 

FINANCES ὁ ΕΝ . 
8. During the reporting ‘period, routine LIONION expend~ -itures amounted to $22,70L.00 MN (US$1,816.08), In addition, . LIONION-1 was given a gift of USS250.00 prior to his departure for gurope on 4 May. Since LIONION-1's request for five | weeks leave.could not be approved for operational reasons, . he was given the gift to help finance the air fare for a: second trip to Europe in a year cr so if he wants to complete his original plans. 

i 

9, .The Station does not anticipate any Significant | changes in LIONION. operations for the next quarter, 

PLANS 
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PBRUMEN, LIONIONOperational ; 

sLIONION Progress Report, 1 April through 30 Sevotember 1968 
ACTION REQUIRED - Reza: NY ts) 

hekion Required: FYI 

Reference “ὃ: HMMA-34525, 25 April 1968 

~ BACKGROUND τὸς 

}. The LIONION Project is ἃ fixed photographic surveil- 
lance capability of LIRING, a base for the radio dispatch of 
the LIEMBRACE Surveillance Team, and a listening post (LP) for 
LISAMPAN,/ BAKER and LISAMPAN/DOG. The basehouse is manned by 

LIONION-1 and LIONLON-2, who are fully qualified to onerate 
all oof the technical equipment installed in the basehouse. 
This team has’ Operated under this Project for nearly six years, 

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 

2. Overational veetings. The Case Officer and LIONION-1 
meet regularly at the beginning of each week and subsequently 

when the circumstances demand. LIONION-1 reports telephonically 

frequently fulfilling "Watchlist" obligations. During the 

temporary absence of the Case Officer during September, } 

'  LYONION=L was handled by Walter C, CORNBURY (with whom he is 

ROSS REFERENCE 10 

ἘΟβΑΧ ΝΣ and Gerald Ὁ. FAHLANGER. 

ΕΝ Photozraphic. There were no significant changes in 

the PHO LOsraphee caverage of LIRING during the reporting period. 
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τς Audio - General. The singulat technical problem 
dubiny the period under review concerned LISAM AN, BAKER. | 

Though LIONION-L was able to activate DAKER regularly every 

morning, the BAKER line would then deactivate mysteriously, 

only to reactivate after-several attempts. The first ser fous 

incidént.of this nature occurred on 5. April, and after con- 
sultation With the WOACRE representative, Walter W, CORNBURY, 

τι LIONION-Ll was instructed to terminate all attempts to activate 

BAKER over the ensuing weekend. The Station checked to ; 

determine that LIRING had. no techitcal inspectors visiting” 

that preceding week as a security measure and found no evidence 

- that this was the case. On 8 April, LIONION-1 successfully 

activated BAKER. An inspection of the equipment by CORNBURY | 

..on 11 April produced no satisfactory explanation for this 

"> phétiomenon .- At this time, CORNBURY began a compilation of: 

facts," i$tatistics, and. observations concerning the behavior. 

‘pattern of BAKER asa basis for determining what corrective 

action could be taken. Between 13 and 17 August, a WOACRE 
representative from Panama City visited the Station’ and spent. 

several days at the LIONION Basehouse conducting various tests. 

The. outcome of that study resulted -in a more regular behavior, 

pattern .and better understanding of the technical difficulties 

surrounding BAKER. ‘The technical aspects of this study have 

“alveady been reported and will be commented on ἀπ the LISAMPAN 

Progress Report of the same period. At this writing, BAKER 

does not present any of the technical mysteries nor the ; 

interrupted service DAE marked its’ initial operation. “4 

' 5. Audio - LISAMPAN/DOG, On 10 April 1968, Walter wis 

, CORNBURY installed a carrier current transmitter in LISAMPAN/ 

.LISASH for the transmission of LIS SAMPAN/DOG to the LIONION " 

Basehouse. On Ll. April 1968, CORNBURY then installed a carrier 

current receiver in the LIONION Basehouse after several months 

of efforts to achieve this hook-up. ‘The objective of this | 

operation was to giv . LLONION-1 ears” at the le gatehouse _ of | 

LIRING which would assist him in identifying y callers whom he. 

‘photographs. This facility has proven very worthwhile. - Co 

incidentally, the live-monitoring of DOG by LIONION~-1L has |" 

proven most useful oper rationally since LIONION-1 has reported 

ΠΕΡ timely on subjects of high interest to the Station. A 

ller report of this operation will be covered in the LISAMPAN 

pieerece Report for the same period. i 

: 6. ANGIFT-1. On 13 August 1968, AMGIFT-1, an AMEDIT=| 

trained transcriber from JMCOBRA, arrived at the Station. ‘His 

task was to transcribe LISAMPAN/BAKER, the most important and 

productive of the LISAMPAN. installations. LIONION-1 was HY os 

introduced to AMGIFT-1, under alias, and assisted in the- | } 

latter's handling since LIONION-1 had heen serving as the LP ma 

operator for BAKER, AMGIFT-1's transcriptions were very good - 

the best effort to date - and coupled with LIONION- I's intimate 

knowledge of LIRING, ‘they made a very good team.” LIONION- 1! 

and AMGIFT-1L met several times each week to enable LIONION-1 

to provide AMGIFT-] with important background information on 

LIRING, Unfortunately, AMGIFT-1's chronic obsession with what, 

turned out to be notional surveillance led to his return to, 
4 

JMCOBRA prematurely without any jeopardy to either of the 1. 

OPER RCLONS : to 

7. Miscellaneous. During the period under review, 

_ LIONION-1 provided the Station basic information on LIRING 

which was incorporated into Station studies. For example: 

a. Physical target study of LIRING, HMMA-35228, | . 

9 August 1968. 8 

Ὁ. ‘Surveillance of LIRING in support of a 

recruitment attempt, HMMA-35276, 19 August 1968. 
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τ. Physical target study of LIRING, 30 August - 

PRODUCTION 

Pi υ The following is ἃ statistical ἃς Photographic Aspects, 
breakdown of LIONION-1's photographic production: 

ἃ. Individual Photos: 

April = - 478 Juno - 461 August “= 505 
May ὁ a 309 July © ~ 672 September -. 412 

The first. three months of: the reporting period nearly 
equaied the production figures of the previous 

ΤῊ ~ keperting period but-rose sharply in July and August 
ΒΞ because of PBRUMEN celebrations and local student 

: disturbances. LIONION-l's target in this phase of 
the oreration- remiins the same: suspect WOLADY 
visitors, visiting PBRUMENers, and the few others 
he has not seen beforg who do not fall in the fore- 
going categories. | : ; 

Ὁ. Impulse Production. LIONION-1: produced 
5,900 feet of film during the reporting period. The 

; _ Station continues to forward the film to Hleadquarters 

~~» =-for development and processing. 

‘9, “Miscellaneous. Because LIONION-1 live-monitors 
LISAMPAN“BAKER and LISAMPAN/DOG, the Station received timely 

reporting on the following: 

ex-Bolivian Minister of Interior. 

‘2. PBRUMEN offer of asylum to Antonio ARGUEDAS, 

b.. The use of LIRING as a mall channel in 
Support of PBRUMEN clandestine operations in Latin 

American. 

c. The initiation of a new television station 

in PSRUNEN, 

ἃ. Arrival and departure of LIRING employees, 
PCS or TDY. 

e. LIRING reaction to the detention by the 

LITENPOs of an POIBASSOON employee. 

SECURITY 

10. There have been no known incidents during the 

reporting period which adversely atfected the security of this 
‘ operation or of its personnel. ; 

11. Though LIONION-1 and LIONION-2 surmise that LISAMPAN/ 
DOG is controlled by another baschouse, they have not been 
briefed that this is the case nor have they made any inquiries. 

12. he unusual behavior of AMGIFT-1 affected LIONION-1 
measurably, but once LIONION-1 was assured that AMGIFT-1 was 
not under surveillance he regained his composure. 

13. Because LIONION-1 live-monitors LISAMPAN/BAKER and 
DOG an increased measure of security has been added to the 
LISAMPAN operation not previously possible because of the lack 
of timeiy veporting from the LISASH LP cpevators. 
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FENANCES 

Ut. Puring the reporting period, LIONION-1 was given a 

raise in his salary effective ἃ October 1968, 
\ fe : 

ἰδ. Breakdown of Expenditures: 

April. ᾿ . ; ᾿ : 

Salaries; LIONTON=1 and LIONION-2 $5475.00 MN 
Rent: Two Satesites , 1750.00 
Misc. Operational Expenses ᾿ 682.90 

: : $8907.90 ΜΝ 

Salaries: LIONION-1 and LIONION-2 ᾿ $6475.00 MN - 
Rent: Two Safesites . 1750.00 

723.90 Misc. Operational Expenses 

$3945.90 MN 

June ἘΣ 
wT Salaries: LIONION=1 and LIONION~2 $6475.00 MN 

Rent: Two Safesites 1750.00 
Misc. Operational Expensos 324.40 

: $8549.40 ΜΝ, 

July : . ~ Ε 
Salaries: LIONION-1 and LIONION-2 $6475.00 MN 
Rent: TWro Safesites ‘ ; 1750.00 
Misc. Operational Expenses 309.75 ve 

a $8534.75 MN 

August ; orate 

’ Salaries: LIONION-1 and LIONION-2 SG475.00 MN 
1750.00 

1479.40 
$9704.40 MN 

Rent:. Two Safesites 
Mise. Operational Expenses 

September : 

Salaries: LIONION-1 and LIONION-2 $6475.00 MN 
Rent: ‘Two Safesites 
Misc. Operational Expenses : ‘ 

$8446.50 MN 

Quarterly Costs: Last quarter FY 1968 - $26,406.20 ἮΝ 
First quarter FY 1969 - $26,685.65 MN 

PLANS 

16. The Station does not anticipate any unusual changes 
in the LIONION operation for the ensuing period. 
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KO INDEXING REGUIRED _ Chief, WH Division 
ONLY QUALITHED DESK 

CAN JUOGE INDEMING Chief of Station, JMCOBRA 

MICROFILM Mex Chice of Station, 

EUR USEN/PUSS SEAL Target Study of the Cuban Embassy, Mexico City 
ACTION RUQUIRED - Βυ REACES 

Action Required: FYI ἜΝ 

_HMMA~35228, 9 August 1968 Reference : Dee BS oe 

ἃ, LIONION-1 has provided the following information on 
the Cuban Embassy compound as a supplement to reference 
dispatch. The DOI is 26 August 1968, 

2. Gates and entrances to the compound: 

a. Gate for. entry of cus on Francisco Marquez, 
This gate is always closed, and is opened only to 
permit cars τὸ enter or leave, 

ἢ. Next to this entrance is a gate where people 
can enter the compound. There is a doorboll at 
this gate which rings in the Gatehouse. This Gate~ 
house is manned 24 hours a day. 

ec. There is ἃ large gate on Calzada Tacubaya 
which is always locked. 

d. There is a small entrance on Zamora that 
is always closed. 

(δι The Consulate entrance on the corner of ; 

Francisco Marquez and Zanora is open from 10:00 a.m. 
,to 2:00 p.m. ᾿ 

Coats wued vaweia we οὐ δὼ οτος δὸς 
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: 3. Security of tho grounds at nieht: There are dogs 
which are locked up during: the day, but which are let loose 
duriag the night. There are also floodlights which fiiuninate 

ane euounds ἀὐδάμε, the night, 

as “at. Police protec tion: There are two policemen on foot 
who patrol around the kabassy 24 hours a day. There is also 

fa patrol car around the area, Sometimes this car parks in 
front of the building and at other times it merely checks in 

‘with the foot patrol men, Late at night the policemen usually 
fet into one of the cars ‘parked in front of the Bxubassy on 
Francisco Marquez to sleep or. to protect themselves from tho 
rain or cold, : : 

: 5..- Traffic pattern: Traffic slows down after 10:00 p.m. 
However, Tacubaya is a main route with several bus lines and 
taxis. This ‘traffic continues all night, and considering the 

hour, this strect would always Nave more than usual amount of 

traffic. Many cars are parked on the street all night in 
this general area. On Francisco Marquez the cars do act park 
on the Enbassy side of the divided street, but on the other 
side. : : 

δ. Activity within the compound: 

a. Lights are observed in the Consulate and 
Commercial offices until around 8:00 p.m. and 
occasionally later, but not all aight. On the 

third floor of the Enbassy, which has living quarters, 

the lights are on until 11:00 or 12:00 p.m, 

- “be The ‘officers often teturn late, after what 
‘appears: to be their departure at COB. They generally 
do not remain long on these late entries and leave 
again. Cars come and go often during the late hours. 

ee Duty: 

: a. The -Bnbassy officers pull duty periodically. 
There is always an officer on duty all night besides 

the lower-echelon man manning the Gatehouse, 

b. The man at the Gatehouse usually has soneone 
with him--another employee or his wife--until about 

midnight, apparently to keep him company and listen 
to the radio. 

8. Services: 

a. The Embassy has an emergency source of power. 
If the electricity in the area is cut off (which is 
not uncommon in Mexico City for short periods), the ° 
Eubassy continues to have power-~although. it appears 
this is limited, 

Ὁ. , The Small gas tanks used by the Babaseye are 
filled once or twice a month by the Compania Mexicana 
de Gas Combustible, S.A. 
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LLONION Progress Report, 1 January. toda. 31 March Sa icceecnen Vitel 
AGHHON REGUIRID «ΑΓ RENCES 

i 
+ 
ὶ 

BACKGROUND ὌΝ ᾿ 

1, 11ΤῸΝΙῸΝ provides WOFIRM with a fixed photographic surveillance 
capability of LIRING, a base: for the radio dispatch of the LIEMBRACE 
Surveillance Team, and a Listening Post (LP) for LISAMPAN/DOG and 
BAKER. The basehouse is manned by LIONION-1 and LIONION=-2, both 
fully qualified to handle all of the equipment -installed in the site, 

This team has operated the same pasenouse for photographic sur- 
veillance of LIRING for nearly six years, 

{ 

2. Operational Meetings. The Case Officer and LIONION=-1 meet 
regularly at the Beginning of every week and subsedentiy when the 
circumstances demand, 

3. Audlo. Duving this reporting period, the WOACRE Representa= 
tive, Waiter ἡ, CORNBURY, successfully activated LISAMPAN,/BAKER irom 
the LIONIGN basehouse. ' CORNBURY has alse been successful in running 
LISAMPAN/DOG from LISAMPAN/LISASH to.the Aer ee baschouse, The 
two audio installatior thus provide LIONION-1 with a greater capa~ 

bility to identify visitors to LIRING Gh δε live monitoring) and 
thus affix names to photographs he takes. Previously, the identifi- 
cation of visitors to LIRING required considerable time and effort 
but in the short period of LIONION's audio capability this effort 
has decreased measurably. See HMMA~31292, 14 March 1968, LISAMPAN/ 
DOG was successfully retransmitted to LIONION on 11 April 1968. 

PRODUCTION 

4, PROTORT Ap nic Aspects. The Ἰοϊἠονε πε is a statistical break- 
down of LIONION~1's pECEOEVADNtG production: 
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This production is, ἃ decrease from the previous. reporting period of 
- over 400 photos. but lit reflects one, the familiarity LIONION-1 has 
, developed with the constant stream of LIRING visitors, and two, a 
“deemphasis: ‘on targets, d.e., LEONION-1 now concerns hinself with 
csuspect PBPRIME: visitors s, visiting PBRUMEN_ERS ,” and the few others 

ΤΙ has not seen before who do not fall in the above catexories. 
ἘΝ ΌΟΝ 

fe 

we Impulse Production. During the reporting period tho 
LLONION ἜΣ ΤΩΣ produced 2,700 feet of film. This film had pre- 
viously been processed by Headguarters but per HMMW-16106, 29. January 
1968 (at our suggestion: in HMMA-33841, 17 January 1968), the film was 
sent to JMWAVE for processing by the, ANOTS After nearly a month, 
JMWAVE reported that the AMOTS were unable to handle this task 
because of the lack of facilities and qualified technicians, the 
inordinate amount of time necessary to process’ it, and the fact that 
‘the exploitation of the take would require such broad dissemination 
within and without the AMOT Organization as to jeopardize the security 
of the LIONION Operation (see UFGT-21267, 13 February 1968), In view 
of this, Headquarters decided that it would renew the processing of 
the film (see HMMW-16194, 7 March 1968), 

5. LIONION' s reporting on WOLADY citizens travelling to PBRUMEN 
and/or visiting LIRING has been very useful... In one instance, LIONION 

was instrumental in proving that δὴ LNENGO double agent visitod LINING 

SECURITY 

6, There have been no known incidents during the reporting period 

which adversely affected the security of tits Operationind its 
personnel, 

7. LIONION-1 and 2 have been told nothing about the LISAMPAN/ 
LISASH basehouse from where LISAMPAN/DOG is retransmitted, nor how 

| this source of information operates. LIONION-1 has speculated on a 

i number of occasions about the technical difficulties he encounters 
| from. time to time which the Stataon attributed to atmespheric and 

technical pecullarities of Mexico City. On the other end, LISAMPAN~1 
and 2 have not been informed that DOG is being retransmitted, For 
the sake of compartmentation, it was decided to maintain this posi- 
tion and not to encourage speculation on the part of either group. 

| The technical aspects of this decision will be covered in the Progress 

1 

| 
i 
i 

Report of the LISAMPAN Operation, 

FINANCES 

JANUARY 

Salaries: LIONION=1 and LIONION-2 "Ὁ $6475.00 MN 
1750.00 MN 

_1200.95 MN 
ΟΊ 2 5.90 MN 

- Rent; ‘Two Safesites 

Misc, Operational Expenses 

FEBRUARY 

Salaries: LIONION-1 and LIONION-2 . $6475.00 MN 
Rent: Two Satfesites 8750.00 MN 

Mise, Operational Expenses 996.90 MN 
SSS2TT90. MN 
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Salaries: LIONION~) and LIONTON~9 | 
$6475.00 AIN 

Rene: Two Sa fesitey ; 
a 

1750.00: ww 

Misc, Operational Expenses 

858.25 vy 

; me 

29083735 ων 
QUARTER Ly Costs (in Mexican Pesos) 

$27,331.19 
PLANS’ 

. 

os 
8, The Station does not inticipate any Changes in the LIONION 

: Operation for whe ensuing period except to Submit LIONION~ and 2 

’ to some training in the handling: ang ἀπεορρυθεαελνο 'αμρον τ of 

᾿ LISMPAN/DOG and “BAKER. rt 14 Possible, 
~ -Camerga now used by LIONION~j m 

to an Lp recent] ¥Y acquired by the | 
veillance of the newly acquired re Sidency of Chiegr, 
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Mak CS PBRUMEN/ ΤΟΥ τον Operational 
ae Progress Report - 1 October through 31 Deceaber 1967 : ἢ 

JACHON εἰσυιξεδ. ἐξ ξξαενεῖς τ ΠΕΡῚ ere: ere ee ᾿ ΞΡ ΞΞΞΞΞΕ ἘΣ Σ ¢ 

a : : ; j Action Required: FYI ᾿ 
᾿ 

Reference - = HMMA=33320, 19 October 1967 a 

wo. 4 ἀν Project Background: LIONION provides WOFIRM with ‘fixed ‘photographic surveillance for the radio dispatch of the L The safesite is manned by LIONION-1 and LIONION-2, trained in the ph 
installation. The r 
through 30 September 
this project. 

2. Operational Developments: 

A. Introduction of new Case Officer. On Il December 1967, Matthew DINGLEY. introduced Oliver D. CIMOCH to-LYONION-1 us ‘Lhe new ‘Case Officer for ae | this operation. All previous communications plans ’ : were continued pending CIMOCH's familiarization : With Mexico City ~ an offer readily accepted by LIONION=1 . 

both fully nie 
n this : 

Ε the period ] July 1967, is the last progress report for 
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B. Operational meetings. During the reporting 
period operational meetings were held with LIONION~1 
on a Weekly basis. Meetings were held in either 
the LIONION safchouse (not the LP) or in car pickups .j 
The frequent changes of mecting sites resulted in | ᾿ no security problems. : 

C. Audio -for-LIONION. Heretofore, LIONION has | 
provided nothing more than photographs which, though | 
extremely useful, have béen wanting Since a laborious | 
effort on the Station's part has been required to 

nue “complete the identification-of those photographed. ‘| 
ie (The Station, therefore, plans to link’ LIONION to 

‘ , ἡ LISAMPAN/DOG, ‘which will improve the situation 
wo markedly: More research, however, will be needed 

''before this can become reality. ἣν ᾿ | 
3 Production: The LIONION Project produced, 1794 individual 

. photographs and 3500 feet of pulse camera film during the | : 
period... Furthermore; LIONION-L's log of all persons entering 
and leaving LIRING has been most useful, as has been the log of all vehicles and their licenses. | LIONION-1's attention — 
to detail, organization, and accuracy has been exemplary. | 
During this perlod he identified three new employees. The ! 
photos of the people were shown to LITAMIL-7: for confirmation 
and to obtain names and background information. - LIONION-1 | 
will. continue to make strip prints of all the persons entering 
and exiting LIRING, but his output of enlarged prints will be 
cut back in-view of his familiarity with LIRING and its 
personnel. This curtailment of print production (duplicative 
for the most part) should not materially affect the operation's 
coverage. LIONION-1 was apprehensive about this move but 
realizés that it provides him with more responsibility and 
discretion re "blowups" within broad guidelines dictated by 
the Station. The Station anticipates no problem with this’ 
change. . : ᾿ 

i 

! 

; 4. Security: There have been no known incidents during 
the reporting period which adversely affected the security. 
of this operation and its personnel. 

5. Finances: 
ee 

October ὶ 

Salaries: LIONION-1, LIONION-2 8. 6475.00 MN 
Rent: Two. Safesites 1500.00 AWN 
Miscellaneous Operational Expenses 1397.30 MN 

; $9372.30 ἮΝ 

November 

Salaries: LIONION-1, LIONION-2 $ 6475.00 NN 
Rent: Two Safesites 1500.00 MN 
Miscellaneous Operational Expenses 410.65 ΜΝ. 

$3385.65 IW | 

December 

Salaries: LIONION-1, LIONION-2 5 6473.00 MN ; | Rent: Two Safesites .. 1500.00 MN 
Miscellaneous Operational Expenses 1397.30 MN 

ι Xmas Bonuses (LIONION-1, ~2) 6475.00 UN 
: 

᾿ $15847.30 MN & 

Quarterly Costs (in U.S. dollars) $2,688.42 US 
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ΛΠ PBRUMEN/Opera t 1onal/LLONION Progress: Report 1 July through 20. Sestenus τυ aA a | can 
REFERENCE: -HMMA~32502, 12 July 1967 | 

ω 
{ : 
j 

‘Project LIONION is a long-term operational support project designe εὖ, ἴο provide. fixed photographic, technical, and physical surveillance of age. eg the PBRUMEN Embassy and Consulate tn Mexico City. <A corollary. ' : ᾿ ͵ objective is to provide for a mechanism which can fulfill various . - ᾿ ᾿ miscellaneous PBRUMEN support type requirements, The LIONION base~ ᾿ 4 f° house, which serves as the photopraphic base, an L/P and provides a ἦς vadiordispatching base for the LUEMBRACE surveillance team, continues to be manned by LIONION~-1 and LIONION~2, The last regularly scheduled LIONION progress report, covering the period 1 Aprii through 30 June 1967, was forwarded in reference, 

2. AGENT CONTACT AND PERFORMANCE . a 
. During the period under review, LIONION-1 was seen 18 times and LIONION-2 on four occasions in regular operational meetings. Meetings were held in the LIONION safehouse, in the Case Officer's home after dark, in restaurants or in moving vehicles after street-corner pick=- I ups. Other than the intentional rotation of meeting sites and tines, δὴ . no changes were made in the LIONION comminications systems, 

As noted in reference, LIONION-1 was hospitalized for emergency : ; surgery to treat a perforated ulcer on 27 Juno. LIONION-1 did not in _¥ecover sufficiently to provide fulltime coverage until mid-July, a : fact, given his conscientious nature, lowered his morale slightly. However, after returning to fulltime work and receiving assurances —~ from the Case Officer, LIONION-1 perked-up considerably. Since that time, LIONION-1 has performed in the exemplary manner which the Sta- . tion has come to expect of him, Other than cited above, thore have been no agent handling, coatrol,-or morale problems during the report- ing period, . , 
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"coverage of the Consulate (which is forwarded to Headquarters for processing). may oe ; ; ih 

meetings with LIRESORT-1 as well as LIONION-1, This sate site has 

Fe 

CONTINUATION OF | DISPATCH - 3, $8 beret HMMA-33320 0° 

J. ACCOMPLISHNENTS 

ἂν General - Throughout’ the pertod under review, with the ’ exception of “the period of LIONION-L's vecuperation, this project continued to provide the Staton with valuable photographic coverage of the project targets, to provide an ΚΡ for pending LUSAMPAN dnstal- Jations, in addition to providing interesting observations on target personne], -sese ef whoa are of duterest to the PBRUMEN Section's recruitment program, ὁ : ὃ . ; 

ὅν. Statistically, LIONION provided 1520 individual photographs (which: he processed himself) of persons and/or vehicles entering or leaving the tarset Embassy as well as 2,500 feet of pulse camera’ flim 

Gee During the period under roview, LIONION-~J obtained and furnish anew safe apartment, which will be used fer sensitive or lengthy 
been stocked with a. sufficient supply of food so as to allow two persons to live there for at Teast three days, in the event the. Station ever needs “a “cooling off" site for an. apent or defector, -.° | 

da. LIONION-1's spotting. observation and reporting proved to be. extremely valuable in Support of the Station's effort to identify and -[.. wrap-up the local PBRUMEN subversive support apparat, ᾿ 
4, MISCELLANEOUS ~~ h 8 4 & 

ἃ, Technical support - Tn early July, Walter W, CORNBURY accompa- uled Cornelius L. PEUVION to the LIONION basehouse to inspect and. repair the pulse camera (affectionately and with good reason called the "monster" by the LIONIONs). In addition CORNBURY provided one new lens for LIONION-1's printer/enlarger and the majority of the phato« gvaphic supplies used in this operation. 

Ὁ, Security. = There have been πὸ known incidents during the reporting period which adversely affected the security of this Project or the related personnel, 

ς, Pians - As noted in reference, the Station plans to utilize LIONION-1 and LIONION-2 as L/P operators for a portion of the LISAMPAN operation. It is anticipated that this L/P will bo in operation by 1 November 1967. Other than noted above, there are no Sienificant ; operational or administrative changes planned for the ensuing period, 
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Chief of - station, Mexico cité ° ἢ MICROFILM 

WSIECT P BRUM: N/Opernt onal /LIONION™ ‘Progresa Report 

“1 Apr 
ACTION REQUIRED « 

{l through: 30 June 1967 
REFERENCES 

Reference: A. HMMA-31917, 27 April 1967 

1. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND REPORTING — 

ὯΙ 

CROSS REFERERCE TO 

B, MEXICO CITY-1802, 23 June.1967 
-.@, MEXICO CITY-1933, 28 June 1967 

Ὁ. MEXICO CITY-1545, 29 June 1967 

Ν ἕ Π 

Project LIONION is a long-term operational προσ projeet decstencd 
to provide fixed photographic and physical surveillance of the PBRUMEN 

. bmbassy and Consulate in Mexico City as well as to fulfill miscellaneous 

PBRUMEN support type requirements. The LIONION base, which covers both 

of the above-cited tarsets and also provides a radio-dispatching base, 

for the LIEMBRACE surveillance team, continues to be manned by LIONION-1L 

- and LIONTON-2, The last regularly schoduled LICNION progress report, | 
covering the erhod 1 January through 31 March 1967, wag forwarded 

as reference A, while saliont interim developments were forwarded in 
refarences Be through BD. 

AGENE COMBACT AND PERPORMANGE 

Durlng the period under review, LIONICN-1 was seen on 16 occasions 

and LIONION-2 once by the undersigned in regular, operational meetings, 

Other than intentional variations Ln meeting times and sotte, no basic. 

_ changes were made in the LIONICN communications system, | 
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‘ wicrornw ᾿ 1 © PBRUMEN/Operat ional /LIONION Progress Report for the period 
oP ashen REQUIRED « REFERENCES - ; 

ξ 5 

REFERENCES; (A) HMMA-30996, 3 January 1967 aa 
(B) MEXICO CITY 0808, 23 March 1967 ot 

ιν PROJECT BACKGROUND AND REPORTING | Sentence, A EPORT ING 
| 

continues to be manned.by LIONION=l and LIONION-2, The last regularly scheduled progress report, covering the Period through. 

‘ 

. .«. During the period under review, LIONION-1 wag by the undersigned ‘or Howard Ας TRECKLER, In operational and administrative responsibilities for Project ᾿ LIONION were transfered from TRECKLER to Cornelius L, PEUVION, ‘No agent handling, control or adnihbistrative problems were . @ncountered during the turn-over and none are anticipated during _ the ensuing period, _ ᾿ ; . 
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SECRET ᾿ς HMMA-31917 
CONTINUATION OF | 

DISPATCH fe Se 

3. AGENT PERFORMANCE AND MORALE , en etre ; ὶ : 
Not withstanding the boring and difficuit nature of tnis 

operational ‘assignment, LIONION-1 continues to perform in an 
encuplscy wascerd, \Sagject 18 indeed 2 Higniy Knulivated agent 
as indicated by his’ willingness to perform this rather menial 

- task day-after day,’ when, with his educational background ke ες MAdouvtedly could ‘obtain more. interesting and more lucrative “employment. :SIn order to:alleviate the morale problems cited in -' paragraph 7of reference, the Station assisted LIONION~1 -io the : purchase of a new*engine. for his vehicle, This unexpected gesture as greatly: appreciated by LIONION-1 and an immediate change for he better -in Subject's frame of mind was noted, 

“4. ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
ee ei (a) “Throughout the period under review, Project LION ION 

: continued’:to provide the Station with the invaluable photographic 
re coverage.of the targets, In addition, LIONION~l1 continued to 

' “provide interesting observations on the personalities and activ- “ites of.tha persunnel working in the target. After years of 
observation, LIONION=1 can virtually tell the framo of mind and 
disposition of the regular inhabitants. LIONION-1's observations 
on the Subject of reference (B) were most valuable to the Station τὰ in the planning: of the. recruitment of this individual, Ia ᾿ 

e addition, LIONION-l provided radio dispatching support duriag 
this recruitment operation, without which, the attempt would 
have been virtually impossible, . : , 

(b) Statistically, LIONION-1 provided approximately 1600 . 
individual photographs of persons entering and leaving the 
target Kmbassy (which he-'printed and developed himself) ana 
approximately 2100 feet of film coverage of the Consulate. 

(c) There wore no. intelligence disseminations from this. 
operation during the reporting period, since as previously 
described Project LIONION primarily a support type operation, 

(4) Details have previously been submitted to Headquarters 
concerning LIONION~1's support in the AMBEATLE operation, 

5. PLANS 

As noted in paragraph 14 of reference (A), Station plans to 
utilize LIONION-~l and LIONION~2 as L/P operators in support of 
the LISAMPAN operation, Other than this, there are no significant 
operational or administrative changes planned for the ensuring 
period, : ; 

ees ᾿ς ; 
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ΓΝ ι Director 
Federal: Buress: of τ νδυξ κα: 

Attention: ee Papich 

FROM τ Deputy. Directer for Plane 

sunsact: 0 Visitors to the Cuban Babasay, ἢ ψμοχῖςο City 

Pane 

1. A usually relisdle source reportad that on 27 October 
1966 tha Cuban Rabassy, Mexico City vas visited by-the occupants 
of a vehicle which bore fexas License plate στο. Μὰ (white figures 
on green). Tho vobicle usa identified ss 8 2-dcor Ford dalaxie. 

2. Investigation revealed ‘that this plate pos assigned to a 
1966 Ford Galarie ουτιϑὰ hy bir. J. Μὲ OBAMAS of 3604 Moonlight Street, 
Ὧ, Fase). Texas. 

ἃ. Creait Ruresa asa Police checka vere negative. A revieuv 
of the 1965 EL Paso City Birectory failed to σον en eddress of 
3604 Noonlight Strest. SMebers akip the 3500 ami 3600 blocks and 
are fran 3400 to 3700 veszectively. Ths nena J. Me GRAMAS did not 
oppear in the City ais or in the 1966 Bl Peso Telephone 02. 
rectory. 

δι This Office had τὸ infomation on ORAMAS. 

5. The informeaticon cooained herein ig not to bo disseminated 
in whole 25 15 Rae οὐξασοθ soar LOL παβησαν ee ee 
this orrice. 
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ec ~ Mex/J. Zerance 

Coordizated vith: — : ; νυ coe 

wu/coo/?t He atpeeeaien’d edie. 



-ππππΠέΠπΠτπΠρυ......ῦ-.νϑ........ὕ. 
. Pete ACTH 

τ ieee : ᾧ 
᾿ rake Fo Inne aed eet ae Ϊ “= : : Ἷ $e ee een 

Κη : ' 
ΟΠ ΠΠ17 , 

Chle?, ἀξ ξεγιηίοη. οὐ 0.0 ὃ, τς ὁ δὺς 
ΠΝ, ment tinh Sree gM ee TSE aUBseCT ᾿ wef Γ 

* μι 

᾿ς PBRUMES /LIvaToy 
ACTION REQUATS SEEN τὰς : 

\ ay : ss <a i 
a ξ ue ie Al y i Action Reguired: PYI ee 

‘Befereuce = i 1D24A~30496, 10 November 1066 ee REP δὰ aa NPR AE ΩΝ πο we a SALLY Teas 
eae teen“ 

Ba * νὰ ᾿ ' Sty 
τὰν 1. Yexas license plat 10-453"wna ataisne’ to a 1966 $e genet οὐ Oldsmobile ovned by Hilda ®HRENANDS? of{1s1s Nils: Street Houston, ΟῚ | RGEBS. Serastigation disclosed that this adiress is the current, ‘active leestion of on Oldgobile dealership. It was indtenated thet quite often, when a car is purchased fron a dealer on the install πο θοῦ plan, the address given for the registration is the dealer's eddress; this Gone to insure that the title recistration 186 returned . to the dealer, who rutaina it until the car is fully paid, , 

τ 8. Eouston Credit Bure files φοπξαϊηθα a recon! on a John Ἐν SHERNAIDS, wife litlda F., resident of! 511} Bverett Street, Houston, TEXAS. 
‘He vas enplayed as a tile construction worker, har cecupation wen - mot shown. Bef 

_ 3+ Seustem Polica hada recerd of a Hilda TSARRADBZ, bora 4 September 1920 at Wallis, Texas, deseribai as a Xoxican-Anerieas, δ᾽ 10", 215 lbs, brown eyen, black hair, who was arrested at tha 
Preston Hotel {a Houston on 10 March 1942 on ἃ prostitubion charge. 

+. Ybs ousten City Directory Usted a Jotn &. HERNANDEZ, 
wifo Hillis αὐ the Everett Streat address aml a listing fora : Myre. Hilta EERNAMDEZ of 7614 Avemsa K. No further iafomation " retlected, 

(Continued) 

eae sy: 

eco. Ὁ 
Distribution: “see Peek ite 

2 - GOS, Nezico City 
: 

Ἵ 
Fig se εὐ feria ἱ 
See 275 ΠΤ ΤΤΤΞΕΙ : CIPATCH SYMBOL AND RUMSER es Or ΠΝ ΡΝ Ὁ | a 3 gas (967 
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5. Thore were no Keadquarters traces on either HERNANDEZ, 
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neuer PURUMEN/Oporat Lona l/ITON{O% = Project Preupress Report for 

| 
t 

, 

μα ναόν τ δ ς Ὁ ΤΩΣ ΠΕ oe! ‘ at , COALS ICA TION PEQRESENG ACTION. - “ στ οι ἘΝ ΤΣ TG ASTON τ κμνοω, DISPATCH EER RT a : 
pRatAre ΚΑ INTEL 

nee se 
aati a aeRO se 

XxN] 
jo τνραῖν; erQUIAED | pasted athens) 

Chief, Siviston 

CORY QUALIFIED fe ge 
᾿ CAN Ree ἰλοξαιπῶ : πτυππτιἕψοιοᾳοΕοΨἘΕοἝσιᾳςνςοἘΕοΘοΣςνοιἔἜς,ςςοἘ 

Chief of Station, Mexteo City 

st Whe pordod Apel 19066 through Vocember 1966 : ; ΜΡ 
ACTION Νέφυιρεο. ἐπ νος ς ᾧ ᾿ ἢ 

τ 

1, There has beun only one major adainistrative chanre in the LIONION Project during this Period and that was the assumption of responsibllity of Caso Officer by Howard A. TRECKLER ἀρῶν the departure of Lawrence FF, BARKER from Mexico in August 1966. In vtdttion, Hugh Τὶ, FRANCOTTE, the WOACRE repregoutative has beon replaced by Walter ἡ, CORNDURY,  TRECKLER USOS the alias of "Jose" and CORNBURY the allas of "Jock" for mootings with LTONTON~] anid LIONTION=@2, : 
ae 

2, Another administrative change was the establishment of. revolving fund accounting system for employment by LIONTON=1, This has Siuplified the Payment system and has provided LIONION-] with a small fund for emergency purposes, ' 
3, Whereas the majority of the Previous moctings had been held between FRANCOTTE and LIONLON-1, 11 mestings are now held! betweon TRECKLEX and ETONION-L for the conduct of routine operas tional business and the overall running and mMonavement of the Project. . Meaetings with CoRNoy aro for purely technical Support, 

SECURITY: 
: 

. 
Ι 

4, During the month of October 1866, David τ, WELSTED, who mad ordganally obtained tiie LIONION Basshousa, reported that he had been able: to observe some of the equipment from the street, An immediate -ohe of the LIONION Baschouse Visible security factors was made by TRECKLER and LTONTON-1 over a Period of sayvern] days, ; but no Visible sscurity Problems were neted, LTONION=1 was Lnstructed to recheck his procedures for preparing the eqaipment for use and insure that he was not slipptagy a bit in security. : 

(CONTINUED) 
Distribution: 
γι 2° Οὐ ΧΗ ΠΥ ‘ 

i ἃ be ἘΝ ᾿ : : Oe nes B® Capy ᾿ ὡς πο τς τ πο πες CROSS REFERENCE TO” 7T DISPATCH SYMBOL AND NUMBER : ἢ OATE i “a 5 ; oor: | ᾿ : ' 3 bebo ay HMMA=30996° 3 January 1967 | τς Ν᾽ το Ὁ ΤΥ ἐὰν CLASSIFICATION ss FRE NUMER oR Te 
ee | See a ee 50-6-12273 



UY ΜΠ ASSO) PEG MASE rE 

WN oa pe nas ᾿ ἢ CLASSIC AEE Ἑ q CONTINUATION OF ἜΝ πος ae cee DISPATCH ; SEO RE £ i HMMA = 30996 ἢ i. ᾿ ; eee eect 
fone νῷ Net ee ee cee tee ὡς ἡ μὼς 

possible security haga, 
LIONLON=1, on the tustrucs 

These, wor 

D9, AS a resudd of the oforementionued ‘Several addttdonal MEASUPOS wore token ty thous of the Case GtYicer, to fnsure aro Cor ποθ ἐγ, 13 Follows: (1) Heavier drapes were hums on the whadow through which the pulse camera is uldliged, - Tis will eliminate the possi- bility of outline shadows of the’ cqud pant wppearingy on the cleapes tf divhe ts placed behind the equipment, (2) The wall behind the Pulse camera was coverec with πα black felt cloth to eliminate out= _ dine of the equipment from the Oppyusita direction anc shadows on ‘the wall, (3) "portable gerecn was erected behind the pulse | Camorra (also dark fn color) ‘for added blockage of silhouette outline | of the equipment. This also serves as a screen of the equipment Ifrom . the eyes of the’ servant should she knock on the door Paging LIONION@2, | He does not now have to open’ the door like a housewife trying to keep | the salesman's foot out of it but can open Che door fully and ask what she. wants, . 

\ 
ε 

ῬΠΟΘΙΕΗΒ: 
᾿ 

6. LIONION-1 15 a highly motivated agent, performing a most: boriny and difficult lash, photographic surveillance of the target, ‘The only diversion he has from this is when the survelllance team | 15 being utilized and he functions as the dispatcher. The years in this job are bevinniny to'tell a bit on LIONION-] as he ts ἃ littlo more pent up and nervous, It is 4diffteult τὸ Uniterstand how an : elucated man such #6 LIONION-1 can perform such womenial task unless. it is by motivation and desire to perform sume service in the strumsle against the PBRUMEN revimo, Also, LIONION-1 literally hag to be forced to take a vacation, He spends five and ὉΠ ΔΙ days taking photographs, the weekend printing and developing and perhaps only gC out? a couple Of nights a week, Tho Maso Offlear intends to Loree LIGNION-4 to take more weekends away from work and spend more time travelling outside Moxico City, espectally on long weekend holidays, a 
ete 

7. A major portion of the whole LIONION-1 Problem lies with | LIONION-2,°his mother, “While she is in a way an assistant to him. and functions as a basehouse keeper when he is not present in the house, she is also like a prison warden as she will not do anything unless he ts with her. fre is plainly a case of matriarch completely Gependent on son, LIONTON=2 wlll not even go ton department store located a few short blocks from the basehouse to buy "dainties"” unless LIONICN=1 takes her, She also has the ἔροιο that LLONION-~I's a brothers, her other S0nS.who ure both cltizens and tesidents of WOLADY, "do not like her". Therefore, she will not ko off to visit them, not even for a short visit to a wedling of a granddaurhter which took. place recently, : 

8... This problem has been discussed openly and Frankly with | LIONLON-1 hy the Case Officer and it is feit that LIONION-1 is confident that his problem is known to us and we understand it; There. can be no real cure for a matriarchal problem such as this, but attempts can be made to alleviate it temporarily from time to time, This will be done by forcing LIONION~1 to take vacat Lons/ trips and trying to get LIONION-2 to do the same even if the old | skuldugyery of "for security reasons" has to be omploved to accomplish it. There is-no immediate danger to the LIONION Project as long -as this problem ig understood and doalt with, — Ἢ ᾿ 

OPERATIONAL: ae - 
_ 9. The LYIONION Operation continues to provide the octation. with the invaluable Dhotorraphie coverage of the fargset. In addi- tion, LIONION-1 is being submitted to “brain picking” session by the Case Officer in which he is providing intorosting OUseEvations on the personalities and activitios of the ‘personnel working in the taryet., After vears of observation, LIONION-~1 can virtually tell the exact frame of mind and dispositt 

orf the target, 
on of the nemilar inhabitants 

PAGE Mu. : ; 

2 
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atthe arenes 

DAR ἐς wT ee H 
| CONTINUATION OF 

' _ DISPATCH x een 

10. To fethor utilize the services of LIONION-2, Ne has been Assiened an averape οἵ three! individwads within the ‘target to: observe closely ani prepare apealal lors on their comings and πολ σαν These have been very helpful tn Preparing prolimlnory target studies on these individuade, 
eee ἢ 

11, The value of LIONION=] and his Professtonal prowess were proved in August 1966, wien the Station had a portod of less than 12 hours to Spot, surveil and attempt. recruitment of Eduardo JELGADO Rermudez, LIONION-] wis ablo to spot the target and dispatch the! surveillance. team on Che correct tariet without beneflt of ἃ photo- graph and relying Only on a description of the target given to him: by the Case Officer, ᾿ : . 
12, LIONION~1 is anxious to get back in to the “listening- post" business again and to that effect has been ever vigilant for another opportunity to place a LIROMANCE type device within the target, 

᾿ ae ; 7 

7 

138, There were no intellizence disseminations from this Opera- tion during this Period. ‘The LIONION Project is primarily a support type operation as described Previously, Any intellirence coning from the activities of this Project must be considered as ἃ by-~ product only, 

ὃ 

INTELLIGENCE: 

PIANS: 
14, Perhaps the most Sirnificant Plans for tho future are to 

possibly utllize the LIONTON basehouse and LIONTON~2 and PIONTON-2 
as LP operators in Support of the LISAMPAN Operation, ‘The Case Officer intends to continue the "Drato-picking" Sessions on target 
Personnel and develop LIONIONL' i 'g sense for Spotting the unusual 
that would provide key elements to a tareet Study, to a point where 
he automatically looks for it and reports it. The LIONION Project 
will continue to be primarily a photographic Support operation, 

“ἧς , 
i hs Pesala Δ tae ene if ᾿ Pewee ae ote hee i ee On SON Υ 

i gh for 
Willard C, CURTIS | 

po CLASSIFICATION : i δ eae τεσσ. ἐν ἢ 

FORM 5 ᾿ | 
| r ᾿ 

‘ 

8-04 ᾿ ; SECcr π΄’ ! | 
a 53a USE PREVIOUS EDITION SECRET Lo covmeurp ᾿ 3 ---ι apn ἜΘΟΥ a stress IL ¥ 

ree ane Set eee ene 
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CASS AT τεῦ; 

SECRET [bisPaTCH 
τς SIS! of Station, Mexico City i a tei. Gea “κ᾿ V3 : “| Sea uate” s ‘ 

Cnagi aA Fl, 
: hess nae siti io ) 

een, 
τὸς: on = so hel Of Station, JWIAVR τοι  DYVOUR/PORUNEH/Operat ional Ἧς: ae ἜΝ 

πο LITEave eroiect fen eS tie et ττοςς ὁ 
ACTION REQUIRED - REFERENOLS 

BEVERENCES: A, MST 14310, 30 duguat 1960 4 esas sees ἃ, UPGY 5475, 23 August 1083 ες, UGA 25423, 4 July 1966 
_ ἢ, Baring the LITEM) Projcet year czpiring on 81 de teber 1966 JHWAVE bas received LITEMPO digpatehes with copies of manifests and folle of alerofiis (poattive copy per reference B,) containing photow Sraphs of pagnparts .. Σ OOS ioe 

, 
3. JH2A78 naa nad ASHUG/1 view tho microfilm af tho above-cited project. Uariog his review AUNUG.1 has made a number of identifications however, sll the persoss identified had been identified Previously by - 

. tilerofils and we have nat foure Any use far the manifests, Consequently 

3, ἴῃ this Porard nlange gee eeterencs C., which Pertaias io the programs of having ΑΗ δὶ review ΣΌΣ ΟΣ Sulse camera fils, In thet dispatch JHUAIE reverted ro new operational ideoutivieations er -leada have beon produced. ὃ ᾿ ; 

DISTRIBUTION: . 
3 + COS, Hezice City Le Δ" ΚΟ, ἘΠῊΝ ᾿ 

Ne one a 
Bw FH/O OG re eel 

ὃ eRe, 
OATE TYPED Ϊ CATE OSPATCHED 

ISEP 2 g 196 
--..... DISPATCH SYMBOL AND NUMBER 

ες 19.6=202/3 oO TGA 2BO% ὅθ. 6 A/G “ane SA, R809 
CLASSIFICATION 

4 30-8—132/3 BRCRE Ὁ 

quer Ἢ .-----ἕ ΠΝ ἢν 
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11 ALC 966. 

. RM  ° ¢: Birector : ᾿ ᾿ 
. Federal Buresu of Investigation 

Attantion: Mr. 8. J. Papich 

‘ - FROM : Doputy Director for Plans 

ae ΔΈ: 6.8 Auto at Cuban Embassy, Mexico City 

1. Reforonce- is nade to our CSCI 319/00827-66 and a 
subsequent. request ‘on 28 June 1386 from the Federal Bureau 

40° 9. of Investigation for the photographs mentioned in our CSCI 
ifr J .. and permisaion to pass these photographs to the Department 

‘OF tate δά the Armed Services, ἮΝ : 

ἫΝ attached are serox copies of the ihoteerapha: 
Glossy reproductions of the photographs ore being processed 
and will be forwarded to you at a later dato. 

: de Permission ia granted to pasa the photographs to 
both the Department of State and the Armed Services. 

C8CI-316/04028-68 

Attachment: Three zerox copies of photographs 

9 August. 1966 

poP/wa/C/CICSs/| 65: Based On; Photos are Att. to 
- HMMA-~27803 

Distribution: 
Orig. & 1 ~ Addressee ἢ Project : LIONION 

- RID, w/att. τ : 
- CI/LIA Pile No.: 50-6~122/3 
=~. CI/RRA : 
- WH/C/RR/RS i 
“ΗΖ, w/att. ᾿ ' : 
~ Originator : 

- WH/C/CICS, w/att. “fmt ed Β9 μὴ et μὰ pe 

CS COPY 

bomen a) ΝΝΝ x CAL a i ὡς κα wists, Ν 

ΣΝ 

Attachment to 

cscl 316/04028-66 
Attachment to 

CSCL 316/04028_6¢ 

woot S32, τ 
SOAR OLY EET Oe tip a tet ΡΟΝ ἢ : 

- Te ARK ‘ . pag JPA er me ome ate meme α 

ῬΑ, 
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DISPATCH 
: QUASI LATE ἢ a SOCEM ροῦ ἐπὶ Ἀ ᾿ Ρ 

SECRER ae ee een ge age ES Eh te. 2 tale 
Toney Pats 

Chief of Station, JHMWAVE ; : ‘ : xx 
aio RRR a a a aeons ine tres ἢ —_— = 

Chief of Station, Mexico Clty .. ταν eee nce . a pei cece fone TNE seat 

Chief, WH Division WORT LS Ξ αν en ee ee ee ee ed UM 

{ PBRUMEN/LIONION/Tranmnittal of Negatives 
ACTION REQUIRED « ALS EPENCES : 

References: A. UFGW-5989 ΄ ; 
Β. MaW-1i212, 27 December 1965 

. λει Under separate cover are ten (10) rolls of 350m fils, which. include 
five (5) negatives and five (5) positive negatives for use by Station JMWAVE 
as indicated in reference B. The original negatives of these films will be 
sent to RI Archives for retention. ‘ ; 

_ 2. Following 16 ἃ manifest of those rolls which are being forvarded to 
ΦΉΜΑΨΕ: . oi ; 

March 14, 15, 16 « 1966 
March 17, 18 

“March 28, 29, 30 
March 30, 31 and April 1 
April 5, 6 

Iyman Ὧν McCLYMONDE 

Attachnent: 
10 rolls film - u. 3. δ. 

Distribution: 

2 - COS, WAVE v/att 
1 + COS, Mexico City w/o att 

6 June 19€6 ὌΝ DEER 2 FSF, ᾿Ξ eee BO cape et ae tS 
CROSS REFERENCE 10 DISPATCH SYMBCU AND NUMBER GOS | DATE Q πη muscc 

Bete ρΝΣ τες oo JUNISSS | 
[ QSPKE νῦνϑετ 

P 50-6.1527.3 

aA nN ORIGINATING 
bes reise be 

RI 
Chrono 

wH/C/MxO 

SP Rh S Sih AT URe - ᾿ς 
: »» - ain 

UCR BOS DATE 

Fae we a= St i 
vey 59 use previous ea:tion }} q 4 : ΠῚ i q 

; : a a Ge ee 

= a 7 once TLE Ath cee | 
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 aeieeieienetieentadieniepesieneeannmeiaienemmeennemmenmemenmemmeenemmmnmement ett ate a TAF REI 
wee ee ἢ CRASH At ed ὃ | 

DISPATCH lL. Ὁ: 
INTO 

Chief of Station, Hexico Clty. ; Rec “νι, EIA Bt a 

” Chief, WH Division δ ee ne 
ἘΣΤΕ πον εν τ ΟΣ ΣΝ Cage agg Sty eet 

ς BRUNE / LIONTO! i/Tronmittad of Negatives wee dees ΕΟ 
ACTIN RUQUINED RU UP LNCES . . 

Reference: A. HMMW-14212, 27 December 1965 ὶ 
᾿ Β. ΜΜῈὲ.0373, 16 March 1966 ὺ 

c. 1Mv-6334, 3 March 1966 

1. Under seperate cover: ure 60 roils ‘of 35cm film, which include 30 negatives 
and: 39. positive negatives for use by Station JMWAVE as indicated in reference Ae 

The original negatives of, theae flins wilh ‘be sont to RI/Archives for retention. 

πν 2. In view of. the expense of supeadas tad the negatives, JMWAVE 18 requested 
to review the usefulness of this film and advise Headquarters as to its necessity. 

3. Following io a manifest of those rolls which are being farvarded to JMWAVE: 

October . : November December 

le 436185 9 has 16 = 2/3/6 
2- 7/8, 10 = 8/9/10 17-849 
3-2 B/th 11 - LY/12/15 18. « 10/13/14/15 
δ. 15/18/19 12 = 16/17/18 19 = 16/17/20 
5 = 19/20/21 13 - 19/22/23 
ὃ = 22 ἃ 25 1b ~ 2h/25/26 
T ~ 26/27/28 15 = 290/30 & 1/2 Dec. 
8 - 28/29 ἃ 3 Nov. 

January February March 

20 - 3 ἴο 7 25: of 30 ~ 9/10/11 
21 - 10 to 14 - 4/7/8 
22 ~ 17/18/19/20 ops ὃ to 17 
23 « 21/24/25/26 28 - 18 to 25 
2h ~ 27/28/32 | 29 ~ 28 Feb thru 8 Mar. 

Iyman D. McCLYMONDE 6. y Attachnent: 
60 rolls film ~«u. 8. δι JE 

ι ει Ϊ' 
Distribwtton: . ; A μ΄! ἢ 

2 « WAVE w/att ᾿ om 

PRES M/C EEE : 68 COPY SUL Jao7% 
28 April 1966 Cs 3 ᾿ Se a ee 

CROSS ALFERENCE TO DISPATCH SYMBOL AND NuMBER - τ τ΄ 

, ᾿ a - ‘ fie" ; 

: 
ms 

“2, ve 

UFGW-59389 ne 
CLASSIFICATIGN HOS FILE NUMNER 

SECRET ΠΕ §G-6-122/3 

βῷε i 
coy §3 use eaevion. ΕΘ ΤΟΝ 

ecco eee oe Ὁ} iat coats. 3b, 2 a 
tu i ¥ 

Chief of Station, JMWAVE = XX fro attain orgiat 
Sater sLaronry yes ea ᾿ς ig iG ᾿ ΝΕ ate CRED δύσι 

en : 
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_ i PBRUMEN/LIONTON/e erational Progress Report 
᾿ ; 

Ὁ P ACTION κέρατο -πεεηεντς ς ; ας 

οὐ 

RASS a Ἂν 

PEQSLISING ACTING 

Μαδὰ ong INES Y Ting 

--- 
Shiels western: ἔραν sphere Divtg ton ee ee DOE LT BI ΜΕ 

ΠῚ : 
τ ᾿ 7 

Po ἐξ 
om? Gunn arm 

- DORN/C, Chief/xextup -- τ. “. 
CAR ASE ACER 

oRoM aR Oe tas ck ΡΣ ΑΝ ae Ξ % Se TS os Se pe Son ete cee RE eee ay ae aa 

--Chiet of station, Ne xico City Ee ee ee πως ὦ ered 

3, Both agenrs assisted tha Station tn surveillance Operations during the 

period under review by radlowdispatching the LISMURACE team against selected 
“LIRING stafferg, LIGNION®2 helped in thig dispatching for the firse tine and dig 

very well, 

“4. LIONTON@2 has kept ἃ cluse watch on LIRING personnel and, in one instance, 

his views on the Tecruitubllity of ἃ LIRING staffer contributed CO @ Station 
dacision τὸ attempr recruitment, - : 

ee 
ee ee es Distribution; 

V Original ἃ 1 « C/WED ; ἢ σι pewa/e 
1 = ¢c/xuRIor 
2 FILES 

, 
; 

“2222 
ESOSS REFERENCE TO 

6 April 1966), eee Sie Naess ==}. ‘HOS FRE NUMBER ΕΝ 

-- 

_ HMMA=28689 
CLASSINICANION 

S ECR Eo ' s0-6-122/3 ἰς ea 
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OISPATCH 
te ey mm eee 

SR CR ET ΕἾ 

δ. An late March a malfunction necessitated replacement of the pulie camara clock, Anothr Clock was received from KURIOT in ἃ record ten day de thle rapid support was imich apprectated, : 

6. To support LIONION-2's candidacy for "Inmiprado Rent Leta" statue {ξ Was Necessary for the Statlon to advance funds for deposit with a Mexican bank to her.account,. Just as waa done earlfer. for LIONLON@1. A -separate dispetch τς will deal with accountebility for chege funda. Se 

7. Memoranda of Oral Comnitment covering both agents have been submitted ‘separately, ἷ : 

8, .LIONION-1 and LIONION"2 continue to do excellent work, Neither has- presented the Station with any agent handling problems, 
: : τ Δ on a ΝΣ ᾿ ᾿ 

ΡΝ ΓΑ J beth | Pune ᾿ ᾿ 

᾿ for ulllard ὃς ΓΕ; ~ ὙΠῸ: 
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BISPATCH 
Chief, WH Division 
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DARKE Rd RENN ὁ SECRET... i 
ues ὰ 10 

| ᾿ 
. 

yo! ΝὉ INDEUING REQUIRED 
\ ῃ INFO, 

Chief of Station, JMWAVE. 
OMY QUALIEED CFSE 

: ΟἹ ἘΠῚ πα CAN ARRMEINOEAING 

- Ὁμίοξ οὗ Station, Mexico City iS = SuauECT aes 
᾿ τ ΒΑΝΕΝ ΙΧΟΝΧΟΝ Operational. Progrose δός ἢ ῷὮὁ ὃ ὦ ὁ ACTION REQUIRED - REFERERTES 

FROM 

- 

Reference; A, HMMA 26576, 8 July 1965 
ἢ “Ὁ “Be UMA 27255, 23 Septeaber 196$ 

: 1. During the period July through September 1965 the LIOHION Operation moved ahesd smoothly, the following figures show phote predactioa for this quarter: ΝΞ 5" 

᾿ Earosed 

July, 850 . 30 1080 
Auguae 1200 34 1224 
September 1 [058 28 “1008 

ἧς A reconditioned 35 am pulse cawora was received on 22 July and damediately installed by Hugh T. FRANCOTTE, One minor breakdown occurred 

CROSS REFERENCE TO 

τ during the reporting period owing to ἃ short 
ες Yé@pated at. tha basehouse and no photographic 

ene minor problem 

Attachments: ; ; 
As stated = under sepsrata cover 

Distributions : 
i “2 = C/WHD © w/ate (uac) 

1 * COS WAVE - w/att (usc) 
2.“ Piles. 

DCC FORWARDSD WsO Sse 
AY RID/AN me 

A; 
DISPATCH SVAABCL AN BER 

HMMA 27352 

SECRET 

CLASSIFICATION 

in the batterycables, This waa 
coverage wae lest. Other than this | 

the camera has been operating sstistactorily. 

continued 

7 October 1965 
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ΟΝ ΤΉ τ ΘΟῊΝ ΟΕ eae a So ΕΣ ie Ee τ τὴς 
DISPATCH i) 2s se Ξ 4 

! 
set em a See. EN ve ὡ es SOL . 5 rat bes 

; 3. LIQNION-1's cover as translator, heretofore notional and rather , thin, wee given 8 tremendous boost. (and challengs} whan he wae called upon in August to help cho Preaidencta th tranelation of tha Preeidsat's State of the Union Massage into Zaglish.. 1.51 was one of oaly threa peraona chogen for thie work. Interestingly, he was chosen because he hed heea (nstructed ky hia C/O to. see that ἐξ got bruited about that Lel does translations on the side to bolster bie remittance income.’ On of hie friends with close connections .in the _ Presidéncia heard about. this ond took 1,51 at hia word, When the Opportunity areee ‘rand. L?l was approached he was astounded, Ha checked with che C/o and waa told; “Live your cover!" The, Preaideacie’ vas vary oatisfied with L*l's work, hea made 2,000\pasos oa the deal, and §ae‘given aa impressive letter that will keep all yotes ftom hie door tn the fucuro.; ;Thigs, plus the-fact that 1.51 ig now a iomigrado’; hav dig coupleted his. fivecyears ae an "tnmigraate’, seema to solve ‘los hie cover’ ‘problem permuaeatly,. A‘copy of the letter given to L*l (9. atached (use) 

a apartment weationed ἔῃ. reference.B. . He was commended for nis alertness, ta. “+, /Opottiag this promleing piece of real estate and his ingenious aad secure, way of - Fenting it, ᾿ ᾿ νῶν : , : 

οὐδ τῷ δ. 151 Ἰσξαξοά and,at Station direction, succeeded in renting the 

‘ 5. The LIONION eafe eparemént (not the Basehouse) has been stocked with sufficient. supplies co enable it to be used as ἃ safe havan in case the Station should need it 18 an 6mergency, This was done as ἃ result of the AMBASP -@afection when ‘the Station suddenly found iteel£ confronted with four PBRUMENERS- to house and feed clandestinely, As a result, Station safe sites are being . - Btocked with food end other supplies. Ll did an excellent job ef fixing up tha ‘LIONION apartment. The ‘apartment was recently gvept by Headquarters techoiciana ',8nd adjudged ‘clean. the technicigna commented that it was one of the ποῦς. ‘desirable and secure safe sites they had seen, snother deserved compliment to Lol who originally located it, ᾿ εὖ 

; ἐς 6. Leh parformed several special observation assignments for the Hi Station during the period, One of these involved keeping a special log on the ae movement pattern of the Esbasay code clerk, : 

- 7. In all of his work Lei continues te be ably aupported end asstated by ΚΙΌΝΙΟΝ 2, ᾿ ὃ : 

8. Lel's morale continues high deopite the long houre snd general ‘monotony of hia work, The Statioa racently learned to ite surprise that 1,51 ᾿ hao been working sevon days a week for some time, Sundays sre davoted to photo printing, He pute in a full day and long night every day of the week. To complicate matters he recently received what amounts to a partial “Dear John" from bis’ girl friond dn Puerto Rico, She itafoemad him she 18 going out nore often and having @ good-.tima. This got his optrits down for a while but in no way affected hia work. The Station is considering givdog him a round trip Mexio Puerto Rico air ticket ge a birthday present im Hovember. This would Bive him a chance té patch things up and co take a mich-needed rest, At present ha will not take a day off unleag ordered to do so by the C/O. This ts conmand@ able devotion to duty but in the long rum it 19 noe healthy. Some way will be found to persuade 1.51 to relax a bit. from time to tima, 2 : 

᾿ϑὶ With the re-establisheant of a PBRUNEN CE Unit at Headquarters, does Headquarters wish future LIONION production sent there? Or ehould it ‘continue to be sent ot JMNAVE? Please advise, ; 

a: ‘ . j é : 2 Hee gn 3: χὰ ae ia 

ere 4. Willard C, CURTIS 
: ἐν. ΜΞΝ 

gg ΤΣ oe ee ΡΟΣ 5 Pala hope δ΄ τ πα τ Aria ass oo τῷ 535. δὲ σκενσυς ease | SECRET ae ! | wo cr. 
8 2 TON Ti EE ᾽ 
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PRESIOENCIA δὲ LA REPUSLICA 

CIRECSION GENEAAL UL Cir ΩΝ 

Υ RELACIONES PUGLICAT 

A QUIEN CORRESPONDA, 

Por la presente me permite hacer 

ἐς τὸ conocimients que οἱ τολοῦ Alberts Rodriguez Gallego, - ~-- 
Ἡ 

is ἫΝ colaboraré en Ia traduccién de do cumentos relatives ἃ las ὁ 

actividedes de asta Direccian General, durente los ¢ 

30 y 3] del presente mes. 

A pericidéa del intereseda extiendo | 
a 

ésta para !os efoetss a que haya luger ἃ los veintiocho dias del 

mes de agosto de 1955. a 
, “ 

"i εἶ ͵ 
' ὮΝ i 

f 
‘ , 

Araentramenate. 

EL DIRECTOR GENERAL, 

qt 
\ 7 ra 

i \ ἣν is / : 

GG ATT. 3. TO uma 21382 | go he 12a/3 
a te ite παν ᾿ : # ἀρ τῆν 
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DISPATCH 
NO INGEXING REQUIRED 

ONLY GUALIFIED OF35K 
* | CAN JUUGE INDEXING 

MICROFILM 

Ὁ PBRUMEN/Prom{aing Develo matted erations 
"ACTION REQUIRED - REFERENCES κε ; 

1.- Two promising 1 new 1 operations in the PBRUMEN fleld are now in the 
developmental atage: ‘ 

A. Through (LITAMIL- 3 the Station has recruited a barber Ὁ. 
who used Covisit the Embassy regularly to cut the 
hatr of PBRUMEN Ambassadors and staff employees.  Thia 

‘man has been a long-time friend of L=3,° He has been 
reintroduced into the Embassy and has vistted there on 

ἣν .three occasions recently. He does not kuow who he Ls 
working for beyond L-3. The Ambassador has proven to 
be somewhat of a skinflint, paying only 10 pesoa for 
a haircut whereas the gotfiig price for a haircut at one's 
home or office is 20 pesos, To date 1,53 has paid the 
barber a ictal of LOO pesos (supplied by the Station). 
It is planned to put him on a retainer of about 250 - 
pesos a menth ($20 US cy) with bonuses as appropriate. 
The Stacton thus hes a straight razor at the Ambausador's 
throat and, while an accidental slip might scem worth 
while, it 15 believed that this new asset will eventually 
prove usetul in placing technical devices Inside. On hls 
‘last visit he dic his haireutting in an upstairs room only 
a wall's thickness from the DGI center. Full PRQ data 
and more extensive details will be forwarded prompely, 

Continued 

Distribution: . 

73 = C/WUD 
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Γ ΚΟΝΗΝΩΑΛΊΟΝ OF 
DISPATCH . 

ἃς 

dispatch Ls only ἃ 
2, Details on both of these operations will be forwarded soon, This 

An apartacit divectly across the street: from the 
Ambassador's offfee hag been rented throagh LIONION@L 
who hag ogtenglbly reserved tt for a notional friend 
ct his, a translator who is out ef the country and 
will arrive back withia two months. This fe a ouch 
better location than the LIONION baschouse but Is 
being considered for use as sa LP (to receives! from 
additional cechutcal devices te be planted inside), rather than as another photo base. The Station hag 
been after one of the apartments in this building 
for years, 

stop-gap meagure to keep Headquarters informed of new devel- Opments, 

he Br a ae ge 
OCC le 7 a 4" Cenk 

2. Willard C, CURTIS 

ἷ 5 

levees τ 
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CLASSIFICATION | ro BROCLSSING ACTION τς 

MARKED FOR INDEXING SECRET: 
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. 

ree XXX_ | No τνρεχινοὶ μεκωύιβεο Chief, ΜῊ Division  ~ : ; mI 
ONLY QUALIFIED DESK 
CAN JUUGE INUEXING 

IMPOCLE 5 - 

____Chie€ of Station, J4MsAVE . 
fROM se ; er 

Chief of Station, Mexico City MICROPILAN 

acc aS : 
Ἵ. ὦ PBRUMEN/LIONION/Operational Progress Report) 65ΘΞΣωΑι νι". 

ACTION REQUIRED - REFERENCES . 

Reference: AMMA 26006, 30 April 1965 

ova de ‘Dur ing the @econd quarter οὗ 1965 (the period covered by this 
“ report) the LIONION operation experienced some technical difftculties which 
have not been solved to date, Normal coverage of the target was obtained 
throughout the month of April with the exposure of some 600 feet of flim by 
the pulse camera arid 28 rolie of 36-exposure Tri-X by the Pentax/Balacope 
inscallation, Normal coveraye continued until 27 May at which tlae the pulse 
camera became inoperative owing. to @ burned-out drive motor, The camera was 
removed and forwarded.to Headquarters for necessary repaira and ἃ Pentox with 
a 180°mm telephoto lens was rigged as a temporary aubstitute for coverage of 

- the Consdlate entrance. On 16 June a recondtt toned pulse camera was received 
and fomediately placed in service, Unfortunately, thts unit fatled'on 27 June 
and wae removed, A faulty shutter siotor was to blame, This camera was also 
forwarded to Headquartérs for repair and the Pentax/180 mm rig was again set 
up. .This rig 8 being operated by LIONION-2, : : . 

2, Morale of both agents continues high, expecially in view of. the 
excellent service Headquarters pecformed in "Lasuing" new PBRUMEN passports 
“for these agents. Both were astounded to see their own signatures expertly 
forged in the new docusenta, Headquartera help in this documentation - 
problem 18 preatly appreciated, : : 

3. It will be recalled that in the last progress report the Station 
requested Headquarters and Station JMWAVE views on forwarding LIONION photos 
to PMIAVE, ‘This request waa promptly answerad by HMM 13645 and photos have 

~ Continued 
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ae LIONION pulse camara operation (HNMA 26814, 22 June) was ) forwarded to eRURT IE 

excellent LIONION production will result in shore order, 

: i 
ἐΓ | USE PREVIOUS EDITION, - SEER rT ; i i | CONTINUER Two 
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accordingly been sent to JMWAVE whten, ‘Sy having AMMIG-1 screen then, hoa alveady made one wporcant- GI identi fication, Ce Ἢ 

he During the period δον teview a dispatch covering deraiys cf the 

; 3. with, teinforcements for the Station’ 8 PBRUMEN sectioa due to A ‘arrive shortly, it is expected that more operational exploftation of the | 

2 oe ee 2 prt ora nas “4. 4..:} wt os 
: Willard Ὃς CurRris ; 
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CUAIGIFY τὸ PELE μὴν τόται ἐῤρισι ως ᾿ ᾿ 

RARER FO Hier ἄτι. 

Pive δι} arr, τοι asamcn CJ 
: ey 
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AOvance COPY. 

Σ ΤῚΝ CLLE WaME- 2537 , a ln 

2 Jn 51. 4423 
REP HMA 26:69 ἜΝ ᾿ 

πῇ -- v γι - = 
3 μ-τ ὡς “ > -» τ Ι' 

1, PRP MEA REQUEST BEF PHOTOS SHOWN AM TuG- 1 WHO IDENT IF LED 

3 PGT O MuMeeke 12 GF 9 May 62 AS NQ@?PERTO <HIRNANDEZ> CuRSELO, 

BSL OF RICE, AXA NOEL BUCARELI, AKA NOEL. EAD OF GUAT DESK iN 

ὩΣ DEPT DEL, 

2, WAVE TRACES INDICATE ONE LUIS NOPSESTO (HERNANDEZ) CURBELO 

ot -]981S1, MEAD CuaT DESY, MATL LIBERATION DEPT DGE aND FORMER, 

DSE OFFICER, ΑΞΡΈΔΕΞ AS UMBEP 41 ON WATCHLIST OF WAIL INTERCEPT 

IOGRAM, FORMER DSE OFFICER, . 

ὅν CHEE CUBANA MAMIFESTS INDICATE SUG ARRIVED MEXL 8 may. 

CS QMD RETURNED HAYA 9 “AT 63 PRP NO, D 65/224, | 
_ ΑΕ 

4. Aet σοῦ ἢῈ ab GF Rut AND HAS KNOWN HIM SINTE 27 Wann 

SUUAP UY PR ECOUED FUR ΖΕ GUL YT ACTIVITIES. A-i HAS MET Suou'S LFS 

Ta? DGES OP RECALL REP PAME HAS VISITED THEIR HOME, Aes 

ὍΣ WAS FIST PER SOM! ni "ET UPON JOINING DEL AND OME Wang GAVE AD?” 

WS ΤῊ ΤῚ fai, 09 LAME aT ION, 
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Chief of Station, Mexico City ἕ i ne INE KING BE OUSEED 

+ CALY QUALIFIED GE%m 
teh 

tom 
a | Can υρῶξ ἐνυεσ ον 
FRA - : ; | ᾿ “o% Chief, WH Division ὁ a ee : 

1 Ὡϑυξας : ᾿ : . a ee pe ee 
~  PBRUMEN/Confusion of Cryptonyngs ee ak 

ACTON BRGUINGD o REFERENCES 

Camere a: 

REF: . HMMA-23712, 17 June 1964 

. 1. In line with the Statiua's request in reference ‘to 
. assign new cryptonyms to certain operational activity directed 
‘against the PPESUMEN installation so that the coafusion in the 
uge of other cryptonyms can be avoided, Headquarters has - 
taken the following action: ; 

: ‘@.- LIONION - This cryptonym has been assigned to the 
ὡ ,pPhoto-basehouse and photo coverage of the PBRUMEN official | 
“ dmatallation. Since the Station indicated in paragraph'3 a 

of reference that a separate project will be prepared to cover. 
‘LIFEUD 22 and LIFEUD 23 and this photographic coverage, ἃ τ 
project file. number was requested for LIONION in four parts. 

ἢν The Station will be notified of this new number in the normal 
et * | channela, 

b. LIFEAT/LIERODE (50-6-32/8) - Both the cryptonys 
and file number have been retained.to refer to the original 

' purpose, normal LIFEAT coverage of PBRUMEN installations. ᾿ 

Ga Ὁ c. LIFEAT/LIOMEN (50-6-32/7) ~ The cryptonym LIOMEN 
has been assigned to the MXTRAP activity directed against the 
PBRUMEN installation. The file number 50-6=32/7 has been 
assigned to this phase of the LIFEAT operation, - 

(continued) 

+ ‘ 
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i ‘ je 

ἃ. Headquarters acknowicdges that the TPELIDE cryptonym 

which gas used throughceut HENB-12454 has indeed been cancelled : 

‘and that the use of this cryptonym was in error 

\ 3. The Stetion's caine tu provide such a detalled account 

lof the administration of the LIFEAT basehouses will add’ . 

greatly to Headquarters understanding of this project, and 

your cooperation is simplifying the use of the cryptonyma - 

. im the LIFEAT--PBKUMEN operations is greatly appreciated by 

EUBIOT and WH Division... 
\ ; 

Chester Ὁ. DAINOLD 

| pa | PAGE nO. 
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